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PREFACE 

Among the minorities of Russia and other CIS Rep-

ublics today the Germans are one of the most prominent ethnic 

minorities. They·had been studied until recently little. either 

within or outside the former USSR. But they attracted incr

easing attention from western and CIS observers and 9ublicists 

durin9 the past decade. 

Most of the two million Gennans in the former USSR are 

descendants of colonists invited from Germany in the late 18th 

and early 19th centuries by Catherine the Great and Alexander

I.to settle on the newly acquired lands in the South of Russia. 

A small numbor trace their ancestry back to other groups of 

Germans who came into the empire CJ.t vorious times C1S a result 

of territorial annexations or settlement by various rulers 

dating back to Ivan IV. World War II brought many add~tiohal 

Germans into the then USSR as a result of border changes and 

the capture of enemy soldiers and civilians. Most of them 

were later repatriated to West Germany. but some of them chose 

to stay back. 

These former Germans can be divided into two basic gr

oups. i.e. the Volga Germans and the Black Sea Germans. The 

Volga Germans arrived in Russia from 1763 onward and settled 

along the lower reaches of the Volga River in agricultural 

Communities which they founded in the steepe. The Black Sea 

Germans arrived in the early 19th century and settled along the 

northern littoral:of the Black Sea in both agricultural villages 

and towns and cities. 
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After initial hard-ships of taming a virgin and often 

violent frontier during the first century following their 

arrival in Russia, the Germans flourished and grew in numbers 

with the passage of time. The suc~ess of the Germans was due 

to their legendary deligence and skill as farmers and artisans 

and to special favours they were granted, such as, economic 

concessions, exemption from military service. and the right to 

observe their traditional social, cultural and religious practices. 

However, their fate took a turn during the years of the 

19th century, when they lost their privileged status as a re

sult of the reforms of Alexander II and experienced economic 

setbacks due to growing anti-Germans prejudice. Consequently 

thousands emigrated to the New World, settling in the United 

States, Canada and South America. The Germans who remained 

behind• suffered successive tragedies in World War I, the Re-

volution of 1917. the civil war and famine that followed. the 

forced collectivization of aoriculture in the 1930s and the st-
J • 

alinist terror. 

During the 1920s there was a short period of relief when 

a Volga German Autonomous Republic and several autonomous dist-

ricts were created by the Soviet government in pursu2nce of 

Lenin's nationalities policy.But World Har II destroyed the 

historic Gerr"i..n way of life in the former USSR. When Nazi Ger-

many attacked the Soviet Union in 1941. Stalin accused the So-

viet Germans of disloyalty and ordered them to be deported to 
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tfte·east to prevent callaboration with the invaders. Six hun

dred thousand Volga Germans were confined under inhuman condi

tions in forced labour camps. The autonomous units v.rere dis

solved, their property was confiscated and their churches and 

schools were forced to be closed. The Black Sea Germans were 

overrun by the invaders before they could be deported. 

But the conditions of the ethnic Germans improved during 

the detente-period. Moscow granted them an amnesty, which per

mitted them to leave the camps and resettle in the southwestern 

Siberia and Central Asiatic Republics. In 1964 these Germans 

were officially rehabilitated but they were not permitted to 

return to their former homes. Since the relation of internal 

political controls by Gorbachev there has been a drift of Germans 

back to their former homes in the Volga and Black Sea regions, 

the Baltic states. amd the Maldavian SSR. However, at present 

these Germans are at.a crossroad 

The study discusses the changes in the legal and consti

tutional status of the Germans in the CIS Republics of the former 

USSR. It also examines the changes in their socio-economic 

life in the period following disintegration of the USSR. The 

growing demand of the Germans for Lhe restoration of their aut

onomous state formation as well as the impact of their compaign 

on Russia-relations with Germany is also covered in the study. 

The study follows a historical and analytical approach to 

to the problem. It is larg~ly based on the policy statements 
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of the Soviet and CIS leaders and writ_e-ups in the CIS and Ge-

rman press anout the conditions of German minorities in CIS 

and their demands for autonomy. 

I record my sincere gratitude to ~y s~pervisor Professor 

Devender Kaushik who assisted me in writing this disse··rtation. 

Without his cooperation and abled supervison the realisation of 

this work would have been impossib1e 

New Delhi 

Date: i ~~ 'J'-J.y 1 (1 q 4 . 

\~ 
( Kavita Hindwan 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Among the non-indigenous inhabitants of Siberia and 

Central Asian Republics of the former USSR the ethnic Ge

rmans are one of the most int~resting and important ethni~ 

minorities. Until recently they had been studied only little 

either within or outside the former USSR. But during the 

past decade they have attracted incre·asing attention from 

western and Russian authors. Today a limited number of stu

dies dealing With various aspects of the life of Russian 

Germans are available. 

Most of the present-day two million Russion Germans in 

the former USSR are descendants of colonists iinvited from 

Germany in the late 18th and early 19th centUries by Cathe-

rine the Great and Alexander I to settle on newly acquired lands 

in the south of Russia•A small number trace their ancestry 

back to other groups of Germans who came into the empire at 

various times as a result of territorial annexations like the 

Battic Germans or settlement by various rulers dating back to 

IYen IV. World War II brought many additional Germans into 

the former USSR as a result of border changes and the capture 

of enemy soldiers and civilians. Most of thffie were later 
"' 

repatriated to West Germany. but some remained in the former 

Soviet Union,. Today the Russian government does not disti

nguish among different types of Germans but refers to them all 

as Nemtsy. The fallowing table summarizes ,::_the various origins 

of ethnic Germans in the former USSR. 
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Table A Origin of Germans in the Russian Emptr. ~ the USSR 16~20th centuries 

1. INVITED SETTLERS/ 
COLONISTS 

1. Urban settlers inv
ited by rvan IV and hi 

successors 

2. Agricultural settl

ers invited by predec
essors of Catherine II 

3. Agricultural colo 

nists invited by Cat
herine II and Alexan
der I 

ii OCCUPANTS OF AREAS 
AANEXED TO l§U• 

1. Baltic Germans 
2. Bessarabian German 
3. Volhynian Ger'!Mns 

4. Poliah-Lithuanian 
Germans 

111 OCCUPAN'l'S OF DEPO.R'I'!:ES 
.AR!:AS ANNEXED 
AP'n!tt SKP'l' 1939 

1. Galician Ger
mans 
2. Cerpatha-U X 

reinian Germans 
3. Heme! (JClaip 

eda) Germans 

1. Wartime and 
post war deportees 

f~ Po~and. cze
chslcvakia 

Hungary. Romania & 

Yugoslovla 
4. East Prussian 2. Deportees and 
Germans kidnap victims 

from Soviet-occuP
ied Germany & 

Austria 
3. Prisoners of 
War 

• These territiries were lost in 1918-21 until World War II when they 

were reannexed. their German inhabitants had either been transferred to 

Germany or were retaken under categories III and IV above 

SourQJI Data taken from Oentral Asian Survey. 1993. P.72. 
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Though the differences among the Germans have been blurred 

by time, one distinction on the origins of their ancestors and 

the circumstances of settlement in Russia divided most Russian

Germans into two basic groups by which they still identify them

selves. One is the Volga Germans, who arrived in Russia from 

1763 onward and settled along the lower reaches of the Volga 

River in agricultural communities they founded in the steppe. 

The Russian government during that period colonized the Lower 

Volga w~th the Tatar and Mr,rdvinian settlers forcibly removed 

from the Middle and Upper Volga. 'Together with the Russians 

these peoples laid the foundation for the economic and cultural 

development of the Lower Volga. In the second half of the 18th 

century villages of German colonists sprang up along both the 

banks of the Volga., around Saratov and Farther South. To develop 

the vast ste~pes more rapidly the government of Catherint_rr 

had issued a manifesto in 1763 inviting foreigners to settle 

in Russia. In response to this invitation more than 20,000 

settlers came from France, Sweden and particularly from Germany, 

where the peasantry had been ruined by the Seven Years• War and 

settled on the Volga. 

The other basic group is that of the Black sea Germans who 

arrived in early 19th century and settled along the northern 

littoral of the Black sea in both agricultural villages and 

towns and cities, Smaller num.l)ers of other settlers also immig

rated from Germany to the Cauca!lis region, B6.:ss2ra.bir'l and wes

tern Siberia, but the Volga and Black Sea Germans were the two 

most numerous groups. 
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In 1950 there were still over four million Germans in Eastern 

Europe and in the former Soviet Union Between 1950 and 1960, 

over 450,000 of these were allowed to leave and join their fam

ilies in the former Federal Republic. Official Soviet dat& show 

1,427,000 ethnic Germans in 1939 and 1,620,000 in 1959. An 

inquiry of the third German Federal Legislature estimated that 

the former Soviet 1959 census figure of 1,620,000 includes 400,000 

Germans from areas which did not belong to the fOrmer soviet 

Union in 1937~1 

Before World War I the ethnic German minorities in East 

Europe and Russia, excluding those in the Memel and Danzig 

territories, numbered approximately 8,300,000. The German ?OP

ulation east of the Oder-Neisse line now numbers over four mill-

ion. Over one million of them were living in the former provinces 

of East Weimar-Germany. Most of the others, the ethnic Germans, 

of course no longer live in the same contiguous rural settlement 

areas which they occupied and owned before.
1 

Varying estmates of the tool exacted from East and ethnic 

Germans have been provided but there was agreement that it was very 

great indeed. A recent Federal German report, based on a critical 

selection and comparision of official German American, and East 

European statistics, authenticates the misfortunes of all but one 

of the expe 1, led groups as shown in the table B. 

1. Karl Stump, "Die heutigen Wohngebiete and berufliche Aufglieder\l'ng 

der Deutschen in der Sowjetunion," Heimat der Deutschen aus 

Russland, (stuttgart, 1959) pp. 5-15 
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TABLE B DIMINUTION OF EAST & ETHNIC GERMANS ( EXCLUDING GERMANS -
FROM THE SOVIET. UNION ) 

Germans Present 1939-45 Rich Sudeten Ethnic Total -German Population Germans Germans Germans 
bder-Neisse Czechos- East- . 
Territoriesi;1 1 lovakia Euro:12es"2 

May 1939 •••••• 9 .. 575,200 3 .. 477,000 3 .. 946,300 16,99e,5oo 
Plus National Growth 382 .. 000 156,000 108 .. 400 646,400 
to End of War ••••••• 
Subtotal • • • • 9,957 .. 200 3,633,000 4~ .. 054 .. 700 17 .. 644,900 

Less War Casualities 
3 

~67.500 180 .. 000 252 .. 000 1,099 .. 500 
Total German Po~ulation .. 

at End of War 9 .. 289,700 3;453,700 3,802,700 16,545 .. 400 

GERMANS ACCORDED FOR 
1945,1950 

4 
Number Removed' 6,817 .. 000 2,921 .. 400 1 .. 865 .. 000 11 .. 603 .. 400. 

5 
1.134.000 Number Retained· .. 258 .. 700 1 .. 324 .. 300 2 .. 717.000 

Total Germans Accountedf pr7 .. 951 .. 000 3,180,100 3,189 .. 300 14,320 .. 400 
Ge .rm·'ens not Accounted fo 1,338 .. 700 272 .. 900 613.400 2,225.000 
1945-1950 

1. East Prussia, East Pomerania .. East Brandenb~rg & Silesia 

2. Baltic Area 

3. Civilians and Armed Forces 

4. To the FRG and West Berlin 7 .. 9oo .. ooo ( 6~/o >1 to the Soviet Occupied 

Zone 3,200,000 ( 27% >1 to Austria and other Western countries 

500,000 ( 5% ) 

5. Including POW's and other detained Germans 

SOUR~J ~~~eport taken from Schoenberg's: Germans from the 

East, ·197o,p.35. 
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By 1944-45 a total of approximately 16,500,000 Germans were 

living in the areas affected by the mass exadus, excluding only 

the former:. USSR. From the end of the war to 1950 over 11,500,000 

of these people had actually fled or were expelled. In 1950 more 

than 2,500,000 were known to have remained in or near their homes. 

Some of the deportees were still being detained by the Russians. 

In 1950 about 2,200,000 people were not accounted for and many of 

them probably perished during the exodus.a 
1 

Relatively the heav·iest human to.ll was exacted from the ethnic 

Germans in Yugoslavia, more than one fourth of whom were not 

found, and from the ethnic Germans in the Baltic areas more 

than one fifth of whom were unaccounted for. In both these 

areas treab~ent of Germans had been expecially ruthless at the 

hands of the Yugoslavs and Russians respectively. Data now 

available on the German minority group in Russia are still insu-

fficient to allow a full estimate, 

Apart from concern for mnterial wel-fare, the attitude of 

Germans from Russia reflects the tragic experience of the upr-

ooting, the losses of lives sustained in the course of the flight 

and expulsions, and the break-up and separation of families, 

enforced since the end of the war, "Release the members of our 

families - our wives, our husbands, and out children" is the plea 

made by Germans from Russia. The very name of their central press 

organ, people on the Road conveys their sense of transience and 

2. EisenhOwer, Crusade in Europe, ( New York, Perme.-books 1952 ) 

p. 515.'. 
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hints of their awareness that most of their compatriots left 

behind have been dispersed fu·rther East. The year 1962 marked 

the 200th anniversary of the first German agricultural colonies 

in Russia, and special pleas were made by Germans from Russia 

urging restoration of basic human rights for over 1,800,000 

compatriots in the former Soviet Union. 3 

After the initial hardships of taming a virgin and often 

violent forntier, for the first century following their arrival 

in Russia the Germans flourished and grew in numbers from the or

iginal 100,000 settlers to nearly two and a half million on the 

eve of World War I. Table c shows their population levels at 

intervals from 1897, when the first comprehensive census was 

taken, to 1989, the fluctuations reflecting territorial changes, 

deaths in wars and other disasters, and natural population change 

over time. 

The success of the Germans was due to their legendary 

diligence and skill as farmers and artisans and to special favours 

they were granted, including economic concessions, exemption from 

military service, and the right to observe their traditional 

social, cultural, and religious practices. As a result, the 

Germans remained apart from the surrounding Rrlssian and Asian 

inhabitants and retained their ethnic distinctiveness until the present 

3. Volk auf dem Weg, atuttgart, No. 6. June 1955, p.8. 
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_Table C Qerman Population of Russia and the form~~ USSR, 

1897 - 1~89 

Year Numbers of Germans -
1897 1,790,400 

1914 2,416,000 

1926 1,238,600 

1939 1,424,000 

1941 1,553,100 

1945 1,270,000 

1959 1,619,000 

1970 1,846,300 

1979 1,936,200 

1989 2,035,800 

SQurce_l Central Asian Survey, January 1993, p. 74 

The Germans lived close to the soil in their villages and 

in ethnocentric communities in the towns and cities. They were 

deeply pious, and their social life revolved around their churches 

and religious calenders. Two-thirds to three-fourths of them 

were Evangelical Lutheran and 15%.to 20% Raman Catholic, depending 

upon time and population changes. A small numbers were Mennorities 

or belonged to other protestantsects. Many Germans were literate, 

but they had parochial interests. As their lives centred on 

their churches, the German clergy served not only as spiritual 

leaders but also as the intellignetsia of the Russian German Population\ 
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After fl&.urishing for a century following their arrival 

in Russia. the Germans' fortune declined in the last yenrs of the 

19th century when they lost their privileged status during the reforms 

of Alexander II and experienced economic. setbacks and growing anti

German prejudices. As a result. thousands emigrated to the New World, 

settling in the United ltates, Canada and South America. The maj-

ority however, remained behind and suffered successive tragedies 

in World War I, the Revolution of 1917, the civil war and famine that 

followed, the forced collectivization of agriculture in the 1930's, 

and the Stalinist terror. 

There was a brief hiatus during the 1920 s when a showcase 

Volga German Autonomous Republic and several autonomous districts 

were created by the Soviet government to advertise Lenin's nationa-

lities policy and win favour with Weimar Germany. For a time a 

vigorous German cultural and religious life flourished in the aut-

onomous units, which maintained 400 lower-schools and hundreds of 

church schools, five institutions of advanced learning, a national 

theatre, _25 .newspapers and periodicals, and a book publishing house. 

Fourteen German deputies sat in the national legislature at one 

·time, and Germans administered and governed themselves in their 

autonomious units, albeit under the guid~nce of the Communist Party, 

in which Germans held memnership and responsible posts. 

The Black Sea Germans were overrun by the invaders before 

they too could be deported, and 350,000 of them were evacuated to 

' ' Poland and incorporated into the Third Reich by the Nazis. After the 

~ar all but 100,000 of them were forcibly repatriated to the USSR 
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by the allied armies during •operation Keelhaul' and the were 

deported to the camps in the east. These who were not repatriated 

eventually made thier way to West Germany and were absorbed into the 

Federal Republic. 

World War II thus totally uprooted the Russian Germans and 

forcibly transplanted them east of the Urals Mountains. Moreover, 

half a million of them perished in the camps, the heaviest toll falling 

on the men. Although termination of the war ended the pretext for 

their deportation, the Russian government kept them confined in the 

camps for another decade before they were released in 1955 when 

the first chancellor of post-war West Geermany, Konrad Adenauer, 

interceded on their behalf. Moscow granted the Germans an amnesty, 

which permitted them to leave the camps and resettle in southwestern 

Siberia and t~e Central Asian Republics but prohibited them from 

returning to their former hames, property and lives. Survivors of 

the camps look up jobs in agriculture and industry east of the Vrals, 

where there was a demand for labour and where the majority of them 

live today. 

In 1964 the Germans were officially rehabilitated, that 

is, exonerated of wartime crimes, but they were still not permitted 

to return to their former homes or seek compensation for losses 

during the war. since then their conditions have steadily improved. 

particularly their economic status, for their productive and dili

gent labour is highly valued and well rewarded by the former Soviet 

government. They also began to re-enter political life on the local 

regional levels, but only a few of them attained high positions 
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in the party or government. At the same time. they continued 

to experience prejudice and discrimination from the Russian 

.population and officials because of their hatred of all th~ngs 

1 German 1 stemming from the war. As a result, some Russian 

Germans sought to lose their ethnic identity and merge into former 

Soviet society, while others reasserted their national consciousness 

more reso:lutely, some of them even joining the dissident movements. 

Still others sought to leave the USSR by emigrating to West Germany. 

In this way, then, the Russian Germans were transformed 

during and after World War II from a predominantly European Russian 

p~pulation to ~ dispersed national minority living east of the Urals 

1'-b.untains in South Western Siberia and the Central Asian Republics. 

This demographic is shift illustrated in the Tables D. and E. Table 

D shows the number of ethnic Germans living primarily west of the 

Urals in 1897, 1914, and 1926, It has also been illustrated that a 

small eastward drift of Germans to Siberia between 1897 and 1926 

had already occured before World War II, but in the latter year 

percentage of Germans living east of the Urals was only 10.9% of 

the total number of Germans in the USSR. Table D with the help of 

the data for 1959. 1970 and 1979 shows how the results of World 

War II and it~ aftermath reversed the proportions of Germans 

living in European and Asiatic Russia. Similar data for 1989 have 

not yet been ~eleased by the former Soviet government at the time 

of writing, but will probably show_only little chanqe in the·geogrRnhic 

distribution of Russian Germans in 1979. 4 

4. Sidney Hei tmu.n. "The Soviet-Gen:1ans "• Central Asian Survey 

( London. 1993 ) P•75-76~ 
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tiff 
TABLE D GERMANS IN RUSSIA AND T}ffi USSR, 1897, 1914, 1926 

Region 1897 1914 1926 

Total German population 1,790,400 2,426,000 1,238,600 

Along the volga 390,800 600,000 439,100 

Black Sea, Ukraine 377,800 520,000 378,000 

North Caucasus and Transcaucasus 56,000 100,000 93,900 

21,000 25,300 

St. Petersburs/Leningrad 50,800 22,000 30,500 

Town dwellers 155,800 106,000 74,400 

Volhynia 171,300 200,000 52,000 

Baltic provinces 165,600 165,000 1" 

Bessarabia no 80,000 1' 

Siberia/Asiatic Russia 15 , 0 0 0 ( 0 • 8"/o) 102,000(4.2%) 135,800(10.~/o) 

I 
Source: Data taken from Adam Giesinger's, From ca.therine to Khrushchev, 

1974, p. 35. 
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~Figures are ruounded 

tNot part of Soviet territory in 1926. 

TABLE E SOVIET GERMAN DISTRIBUTION. 1959, 1970. 1979 

Republic 1959 (o/o) 1970 ( % ) 1979 - -
Total Germans 1,619.655 100.0 1.846,317 100.0 1,936,214 

RSFSR 820,091 50.6 761,888 41.4 790,762 

Kazakh SSR 658,698 40.7 858,077 46.5 900.207 

Kirgiz SSR 39,915 2.0 89.834 4.9 101.057 

Tadzhik SSR 32,588 2.0 37.712 2.0 38.853 

Uzbek SSR 18.000 1.1 - - -
other republics 50,363 3.1 98,806 5.3 "105,335 

West of Urals - - 165,237 8.9 -
East of Urals - 1,681.089 91.1 

Source : Official census report taken from Central Asian Survey~JJanuary 

1993, :p. 75. 

(%) 

100.0 

40.9 
' 

46.5 

5.2 

2.0 

-
5.4 

-
-
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Since the relaxation of internal political controls by 

Gorbachev it has to be noted that in recent years there had 

been a drift of Germans back to their former homes in the Volga 

and Black Sea regions_ the Baltic states- and the Maldavian 

SSR- but precise figures for this migration are not available. 

The emigration of Russian Germans to West Germany is for more 

significant than this movement. Since the middle 1950s_ more 

than 266-000 Germans have emiqrated from the former USSR along 

with 391,000 Jews, 78,000 Armenians_ and thousands of Evanqelical 

and Prentecostal Christians, for a total of more than 75,000 

persons. These figures refer only to legal emigrants and do 

not include thousands of others, such as persons repatriated 

to their native countries_ expellees, exiles, dissidents, par

tners of bi-national marriages, and prisoners and spies exchanged 

for their counterparts in the West. As the emigration of Russ

ian Germans has assumed increasing political significance in 

recent years, it merits examination. 

RUSSIAN GERMAN EMIGRATION 

The origins of Russian German emigration from the former 

USSR go back to the early post-war years. As a result of the 

massive population upheavels and territorial changes during and 

after the war, there were in the former USSR in 1945 besides 

the Russian Germans hundreds of thousands of German P·risoners 

of war and ethnic Germans in the Battic region, Polish terri

tory, and Bessarabia. Between the end of the war and 1955 

most of the prisoners of war and ethnic Germans in the annexed 
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territories were transferred to West Germany as part of the 

g~rneral post-war settlements. No Russian Germans were invol-

ved in these transfers, for they were still confined in the 

speCial camps in the~ east. 

In 1955 they were amnestied, as it was seen, and upon their 

release, 200,000 of them sought to emigrate to West Germany but 

were rebuffed by the former Soviet government. Most of the 

petitioners were Black Sea Germans who had been forcibly retur-

ned to the fonner Soviet Union after the-war and now sought to 

join relatives who had remained in the West. 

Though they were unable to emigrate under pressure from 

the Federal Republic, a small number of elderly. infirm, and 

very young Russian Germans were permitted to leave for West 

Germany between 1&55 and 1~64 for the purpose of family reuni

fieation, the only basis for emigration that the former Soviet 

government recognized. Following the 1964 rehabilitation dec-

ree, representatives of the former Soviet and West German Red 

Cross organjzations met in Vienna in 1965 to consider special 

hardship cases of divided families, and it was agreed that 

40,000 selected Russian Germans would bft permitted to emigrate 

to the West. In fact only a few thousand were eventually all-

owed to leave, again mainly elderly or infirm persons of no 

value to the former Soviet state and potential liabilities as 
0 

pensioners. In 1968, with relations between the former USSR 

and the West at a low point, the Soviet government declared the 

compassionate family reunification agreement ' completed and 

per-emptorily slowed the exodus to a more trickle as shown in 

the Table E 
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TABLE F RUSSIAN GERMAN EMIGRATION 1951-89 

YEAR TO FRG YEAR TO ERG TO GDR -
195L 1,803 1971 1,145 

1952 107 1972 3,420 

1953 0 1973 4,493 

1954 18 1974 6,541 

1955 152 1975 5,985 

1956 1,003 1976 9,704 

1957 898 1977 9,274 

1958 4,052 1978 8,455 

1959 5,557 1979 7,226 

1960 3,261 1980 6,954 1,000 

1961 334 1981 3,773 

1962 889 1982 2,071 

1963 200 1983 1,447 

1964 231 1984 910 

1965 365 1985 406 10,000 

1966 1,243 1986 931 

1967 1,079 1987 14,488 

1968 594 1988 47,572 

1969 310 1989 98,134 

1970 342 1990 140,000 

Soyrce z volk au,f dem Weg ( Stuttgart ) , 2. February 1984, p .. 6. 
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In 1970 two sets of e~ents raised the question of Russian 

German emigration again. First. Chancellor Willy Brandt. who 

succeeded Kiesinger in 1969. inaugurated a new Ostpolitik. the 

forerunner of detente. Brandt used the new relationship with 

the forner USSR to press for, among other things, freer emig

ration ·. for Russian Germans, motivat.ed not only by humainta

rian considerations but also by political pressure in the former 

FRG by supporters of the Germans in the former USSR. including 

various religious, nationalist. emigre and conservative poli

tical organization. The. second advancement was the rise of a 

new movement among the Russian Germans themselves. When the 

Black Sea Germans were rebuffed in their bid to emigrate to 

the West, they resigned themselves to their fate and either 

assimilated into former Soviet society or merged with the more 

numerous and culturally persistent Volga Germans. The Volga 

Germans. in turn. after being refused a request to restore their 

autonomousc·q~public in 1965 • began to evplve in three direct

ions~ Some, like the Black Sea Germans, merged into the gen

eral population. Others reasserted their ethnic identity and 

resisted the government's efforts to Russify and assimilate 

them. Still others turned to emigration. 

The decision of the Volga Germans to emigrate from the 

former USSR created a new problem. .However Until 1970, the 

former Soviet_government had reluctantly permitted several tho

usand Black Sea Germans to emigrate to West Germany on the 

~le grounds that it recognized - compassionate family reuni

fication. It rejected in principle the freedom of its citizens 
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to leave the former Soviet Union at will, despite a number of 

international agreements it had signed guaranteeing this right 

since the Volga Germans had been deported to the east early 

in the war and had no family members in West Germany, they 

did not qualify to emigrate in the opinion of the former soviet 

authorities. 

External events intervened to create a favourable clima.te 

for the Valga German's bid to emigrate. With the thaw brought 

about by Ostpolitik and detente, Khrushchev's successors were 

·anxious to mend fences with the West and to court Germany under 

a friendly Chancellor Willy Brandt. In 1972, a treaty was 

concluded between former West Germany and the USSR, which nor

malized relations in Eastern Europe and provided for increased 

trade, which both:.-countries needed. When the pact came up for 

ratification in the BUndestag, where it faced opposition from 

unreconciled West German conservatives and anti-Soviet hard

liners, the former Soviet government tried to strengthen Bran

dt's hand by opening wide the gates of emigration. Thousands 

of Russian Germans, many of them now Volga Germans with no 

claim to family reunification, were permitted to leave for 

West- Germany this time it was not just the elderly and infirm, 

but entire families. Whereas in 1970 only 342 Russian Germans 

had been permitted to emigrate, in 1971 the figure rose to 

1,145 in 1972 to 3,420, in 1973 to 4,493, and in the following 

year to 6,541, reaching a peak. in 1976 with 9,704. Between 

1971 and the end of 1979, 56,000 Russian Germans emigrated from 

the former USSR to former West Germany, a tenfold increase over 

the total of 5600 for the perceding decade as shown in Table F. 
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After 1980 German emigration declined. but by the end 

of 1986 a total of 106.000 Germans had left the former Soviet 

Union since the war, the vast majority of 95.000 for former 

West Germany. the rest 11,000 for former East Germany. The 

latter chose presumably German Demo-cratic Republic as they 

either had relatives there or hoped it might be easier to re

emigrate later to the West. In 1987 emigration levels rose 

again under the new policies of glasnpst and perest:oiKa, and in 

1988 and 1989 German emigration attained record levels of 47.572 

and 98.134. respectively. A large number of those who have 

sought to leave since 1987 have been relatives of earlier emi

grants seeking to rejoin their families in the former West Ger

many rather than discontented Germans as during the decade of 

the 1970s. During the first months of 1990 this high level 

continued, fuelled not only by the desire to join relative~ in 

the West ~ut increasingly by anxieties over the declining eco

nomic conditions in the former USSR and a fear that West Germany 

might limit access to the country because of the large number 

of other German immigrants flooding the Federal Republic from 

Eastern Euro~~ and the ( G D R ) 

Yet inspi te of regular roun ·-~s of talks between Helmut Kahl 

and the Russian President Boris Yeltsin and Yeltsin 1 s visit 

to Bonn in 1991 the conditions of Russian Germans have not not

iceably improved as was expected and their future remains quite 

uncertain. 
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CHAPTER II 

WORLD WAR II AliD STALIN'S DEPORTATION POLICY 

The 20th century has approapriately been called the "century 

of the Homeless Man. "The total number of displaced persons is 

startling. Before 1939 approximately 30 million people were for

ced to leave their homes. During World War II nearly forty millon 

civilians were shifted from one place to another, and since then 

an additional sixty million persons have been affected. Thus, in 

half a century more than one hundred and thirty million people have 

been uprooted and scattered throughout more than forty different 

countries. About fifty million of them have been displaced as a 

result of divisions, annexations, or other boundary changes and 

1 territorial rearrangements. 

Parochial nationalism and racism continue to aggravate the 

misfortunes of large numbers of .~eople dislocated by two World 

Wars and subsequent politicallupheavals. Whether or not groups 

of displaced persons have become economically and socially inte

grated into their now homelands, they have often continued to 1--;' 

a source of great internal instability and international friction 

representing major political and social flashpoints. 2 

Migrations of Germans from the East have been all but halte~ 

only since 1961. While the emigres were achieving a large measure 

of economic and social integration into West German society, the 

political aspirations of the East German leadership were more cle

arly emerging, and a number of treaties dealing with both economic 

and political aspects of their influx sere published. 

1. Hans w. Schoenberg, Germans from the East (The Hague, 1970) p.1. 

2. Ibid., p.3. 
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The majority of these were premeture, however, and .therefore 

generally inadequate and limited in scope. They are now, for 

the most part, out-of-date. 

The study consists of two main parts; an account of the 

population movement itself and an account of the subsequent 
• 

history of the expellee gr-9up. The first part begins by exam-

ining events before and during World War.II leading directly 

to flights and expulsions of Germans from their homes. It 

documents their fortunes during this migration, describes their 

reception in occupied postwar Germany, and reports on their 

re-settlement and assimilation into the FRG. The second part 

surveys the political activi~ies of these Germans, reviews the 

origin and development of their emigre organisations, and dis-

cusses the ideas and aims of their leaders. The study covers 

a period from the last months of World War II in Europe, when 

the mass transfer of Germans began to the summer of 1961, when 

the government of Communist East Germany, then called the German 

Democratic Republic closed the last gap in the Irpn cu:.rtain by 

building the Berlin Wall. 

In the after month of World War II over 18 million Germans 

were driven from the part of Germany east of what is presently 

called the Oder-Neisse line or from their homes elsewhere in 

East Europe. This displacement constitutes the largest forced 

migration across national boundaries in modern European history 

and together with the subsequept division of Germany represents 

part of ~·t'Y\~,.: __ ,. 
~al process. 
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Contemporary forced migrations were preceded by the spread 

of expressions of parochial. nationalist. intolerance in the. 

nineteenth century that often made it impossible for individuals. 

families, or groups having different thoughts and ideas to 

continue living in their homelands. The emergence of new totali

tarian state after 1917 gave rise to considerably larger poli

tical flights. Increasing nationalist intolerance provoked 

hundreds of thousands of regime opponents, including Russians 

and other East Europeans, Germans, and Spaniards to migrate. 

Nationalist discrimination was not just limited to non-conformists 

governments eventually promoted policies designed to effect the 

total remova 1 of alien minorities on the grounds of actual or 

presumed opposition to their power. 

After World War I many Western statesmen viewed the fate 

of minorities with growing concern. Their efforts to reorga

nize European populations move o·ften tended to create new centers 

of friction rather than alleviate human hardships and resolve 

political. problems. Boundaries were redra-wn around some ethnic 

groups, other minorities were moved across them, and remaining 

alien groups, were assured a measure of cultural autonomy and 

a certain international protection. Emigration and naturaliz

ation pr~ ctices were refined and plebiscitary privileges as 

well as the right of individual option were granted. Nevertheless, 

the European population pattern was too complex to achieve 

favourable ethnographic conditions a system of national states. 

Strong nationalist feelings hindered the emergency of any general 
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spirit of and under such dicta·tors as Hitler and Stalin there 

developed a mania for power and a disregard for people remin

iscent of earlier attitudes in societies where conquests, era-

dication. or enslavement of aliens was regarded as inevitable 

and practical. 

Mass flights and forcible resettlements of millions of non-

Germans began all over Europe as a consequence of the literal 

and figurative German blitz during World War II. As the self-

styled Germans master race gained contrPJ.. of larger areas of 

Europe. more millions of people were upxooted. Hitler's 
't' 

mass 

deportations. especially from Russia and _Poland. to assist his 

war effort by boosting the German industrial and agricultural 

labour force surpassed in numbers and ruthlessness any similar 

contemporary practice.' 

Simil~r·ly, the s·talin era in the former Soviet Union was 

charact~rized by deportations of millions of people. Reverting 
t - .• , .. ~ . 

to cz?rist practices. Soviet leaders uprooted and removed above 

five million Russian-minorities to Siberia and Central Asia 

during the political purges before the outbreak of World War 

II. One recalls with special bitterness the tragic years of 

Stalinist repression. Lawlessness and highhandedness did not 
., 

bypass a single rep~blic, a single people. The mass arrests 

carried out in the past, the terrible suffering in the camps 

and unfortunate women. old people and children in resettlement 

zones continue to appeal to human conscience and outrage its moral semie 1 
-

y.,_ 11Stalin's Eth~ic Deportations called Eriminal 11
, current 

Digest of Soviet Press, 1/ol. 41, no.48, -1989, p.13 
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The barbarous actions of the Stalinist regime included 

the expulsion of the Balkars. the Ingush, the Turks, the Crimean 

Tatars • the Germans and the dhechens from their native areas 

during, World War II. The policy of forcible resettlement eff

ected the fates of Koreans, G~eeks and ~urds and other people. 

Between 1939 and 1941 and. again, between 1944 and 1945 more than 

one and a half million Baltic and Southeast Europeans were 

deported, and subsequently transplanted and dispersed even 

larger numbers of their own people. 

, Transplantations and dispersions of people were common in 

Czarist Russia. The imperial government would move allegedly 

hostile groups of landowners from territories added to its 

domain to the interior or to remote borderlands. The first such 

forced migrations occur~d during the reign of Iyan III (1462-1505) 

The Hitler-Stalin agreements concluded after 1939 on reci

procal minority exchanges in East Europe and also the Potsdam 

Protocol of August 1945 on expulsion of East Germans were patt

ern~d after earlier treaties on migration and exchanges of 

Balkan minorities. Most of these wartime migrations were forced, 

and some were carried out under extremely harsh conditions. 

There was a brief hiatus during the 1920s when a showcase 

Volga Ge~an Autonomous Republic and several autonomous districts 

were created by the former Soviet government to advertise Lenin's 

nationalities policy and win favour with Weimar Germany tor a 

time a vigorous German cultural and religious life flourfshed in 

the autonomous units. which maintained 400 lower schools and 
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hundreds of church schools, a national theater, 25 newspapers 

and periodicals and a book publishing house. But World War II 

or Stalin's deportation policy ended this hiatus and destroyed 

the historic German wny of life in the former USSR. When Na?.i 

Germany attacked the former Soviet Union in 1941, Stalin falsely 

accused the Russian Germans of disloyalty and orderd there dep-

ortation to the east to prevent collaboration with the invaders. 

Six hundred thousand Volga Germans were brutally dispatched to 

Siberia to grow grains. There they were confined under inhuman 

conditions in forced labour camps. A few experiences of these 

deportees will be discussed later in this chapter. Their aut-

onomous units were dissolved, their property confiscated, and 

their churches and schools closed. The German clergy were also 

sent into exlle, where most of them died, depriving the Germans 

of their -intellecutal and spiritual leaders. 

The Black Sea Germans were overrun by the invalders before 

they could be deported, and 350,000 of them were evacuated to 

Poland and invor~orated into the Third Reich by the Nazis. Af

ter the war all but 100.000 of them were forcibly repatriated 

to the USSR by the allied armies during •operation Keelhaul' 

and they too were deported to the camps in the east. These who 

were not repatriated eventuall ,~ made their way to West Germany 

and were absorbed into the former Federal Republic. 4 World War 

II thus totally uprooted the Russian Germans and forcibly tra-

nsplanted them east of the Ural Mountains. 

4. Sidney Heitman, "The Soviet Germans", Central Asian Survey, 
1990, p-. 74. 
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,Moreover. half a million of them perished in the campus. the 

heaviest toll falling on the men. Though the end of the war 

did away with the pretext for their deportation. the then So-

viet government headed by Stalin kept them confined in the ca• 

mps for another decade before they were released in 1955 \vhen 

Cl. 
the first chancellor of post-·:·.·- vvest Germc:ny • Konrad Aden)ler • 

interceded on their behalf. Moscow granted these Germans an 

amnesty. which permitted them to leave the camps nnd reselte 

in south western Siberia and the Centrnl Asian Soviet Republj, 

but prohibited them from returning to their former homes. pro

perty and lives. 

In 1945. German cities lay in ruins with Hitler's policy 

of agress-ion meeting its doomsday. Hitler's war and his inhu-

man dictator-ship had caused a worldwide groundswell of anti-

German sentiments. First the Volga Germans lost their adopted 

territory. then the lively network of German schools,·associa

tions and churches was almost totally destroyed and finally. the 

German minorities that had been living for centuries in Central 

and Eastern Europe were subjected to immeasurable suffering. 

There are still areas with a heavy concentration of Germ-

ans. and it is possible to create their national territorial u~ 

its. The Russian Germans are struggling to reestablish the Volga 

Autonomous Republic and national areas are necessary to provide 

in the long run 'v.Wi-f::h a proper environment for setting up Ger-

man publishing houses and teacher's college and German-language 

television programme. 
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But even in these areas, Germans live closely together 

with other nationalities and will continue to do so. A car

eerminded member of an ethnic minority whether the field be 

science, industry, administration or politics, requires an 

intimate knowledge of the dominant language as well as the 

habits of the majority. The Germans in Russia, despite some 

problems, are good Germans and at the same time good Russians. 

The termination World War II did not end forced migrations 

in East Europ~. In order to fill the gaps created by expulsions 

of East Germans and vacation of territories subsequently trans

ferred to East European states. communist governments resettled 

about nine and a half million of their people· 

The uprooting and resettlement of Ethnic Germans was 

designed to avenge and eradicate forever ·fascist ambitions and 

to solve once and for all the problem of German minorities in 

Russia and the other East European countries. Towards this end 

the former Soviet Union and the countries of East Europeacted 

jointly to eliminate the German-speaking populations from their 

national territories. 

Forced migrations of these Germans affected mostly indi

viduals and families who had lived in East Europe for many 

generations. Proliferation of German settlements in the East 

markedly slowed down in the fifteenth century due to wars and 

strife in Central and East Europe. After the divisions of 

Poland in 1772,1773 and 1775 and the subsequent decline of 
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Russia, the Habsburg rulers encouraged Germans to more to 

G)alicia and the Bukovina. Catherine II. and subsequent. 

Russian rulers sp·onsored the settlement of farmers, mostly 

from North Germany, near St Petersburg, in Volhynia, the Volga 

steppes, the Ukraine, the Crimea and the caucasian provinces. 

Small numbers of German farmers continued to settle in Russian 

areas during .:'the nineteenth century without the encouragement 

of state sponsorship, but ma,Jor eastward migrations of Germans 

had ceased. 

World War I and its aftermath brought unrest to virtually 

all inhabitants of Eastern Europe.· After the defeat of Russia, 

the expansionist plans of the central Powers were clearly rev

ealed. The peace treaties of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest, 

concluded in February and March of 1918 respectively, and the 

supplementary Agreements of Berlin, formalized in August of 

the same year, contained German-.i.mperial blueprints for a "New 

Order" in the East German palitical and economic influence, 

thus extended for to the East, was to be· strengthened by the 

presence of numerous German settlers in the Ukraine, and around 

5' the Black Sea 

Many Germans in Volhynia and the Autonomous Sociatist Republic 

of Volga Germans established by the former Soviet Union fled 

or were deported. Hitler and his followers poured oil onto the 

fires smouldering amidst East European populations and mino

rities by proclaiming the biological superiority of all Germans 

5. Hans. W. Schoenberg, op~cit. ~.p.14. 
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as members of an alleged "Germanic Aryan" race. His declared 

aim was a new Greater German state that would emprace all persons 

6 
of German blood by expanding its borders eastward and westward. 

Resettlement of original German minorities from the East 

within the area thus expanded was achieved to a large extent 

between 1939 & 1942 on the basis of agreements with the former 

Soviet Union and lesser Northeast European States. These agr

eements affected over 300,000 ethnic Germans settlers east of 

the German-Soviet demarcation line- in the Baltic area, former 

Eastern Poland, and Bessarabia and northern Bukov.ina, as well 

as about 150,000 Germans in areas west of that line- in the 

vicinity of Lublin, and in Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia. 

In four years, from 1938 through 1941, the German Reich 

had successfully expanded eastward. The German population 

in its Eastern domain had increased from about ten million 

to nearly twenty-two million. About 3,400,000 Germans were 

still left outside the Reich, Primar:..ily in Southeast Europe 

where many did not participate in the resettlement schmes, 

but also in Russia where many were removed even further east 

by the former Soviet government. With the advance of German 

forces into Russia and in the total population of, East and 

etn~ic Germans added to the Axis power, including Germans in 

former Austria was over twenty-four million. 

Indigenous population in Russia proper, White Russia, 

the Ukraine, and the caucasian provinces were to be kept at 

6. Ibid.. ~· 17. 
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the lowest possible economic and cultural levels by a German 

administration. All alien inhabitants were to be evacuated 

from the :=:rimea and replaced by Germans who were to ensure eon~1oi 
of the Black Sea and secure the Russian mainland for economic 

exploitation by Germany. 

By 1942-43 the total population of the East German pro-

vinces and the East European countries was approximately sev-

enteen million as shown in Table A. These were in addition 

approximately 400,000 ethpic Germans who were 'the first to be 

involved in the exodus. Their fate was actually decided in 

August 1941 when the former Soviet government dissolved the 

autonomous Volga German Republic in the face of the German 

attack and just as they had done on a smaller seal~ in 1919-

ordered the deportation of close to 600,000 Germans from the 

Volga Steppes, the Crimea, the caucasus, and the Black Sea 

areas to Siberia and Central Asia. _Of th~se not deported in 

1941 about 3,50,000 were evacuated to the West by the German 

armies retreating from Russia in 1943. In turn, most of them were 

captured by the Soviet armies and subsequently deported to the east. 

Aside from a smalllnumber of Germans in the Bai.tic areas 

and sizeable groups east of the Vistula'in Central Poland, 

the two million eth'niG-- Germans in·~ South east Europe were the __ ,_. 

nex~ to be ~ffected by the advance of the Red Army. Beginning 

inr1August 1944 about 500,000 of them fled or were evacuated by 

German authorities,Most of the Germans in Yugoslavia remained, 
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but in early 1945. Some 140.000 of them were deporteq by the 

former Soviets to work in Ukrai~~~ labor camps. 7· 

The Russian offensive of January 1945 in the northern 

and central parts of the front was so sudden and forceful that 

earlier evacuations of Germans proved to be relatively unimp-

ortant. The Soviet forces brought chaos to the remaining fou-

rteen million East and ethnic . Germans. of whom nearly two 

million of these refugees were taken over by the Russians and. 

on the termination of hostilities. attempted to return to their 

homes.Over 200.000 were promptly deported to Soviet labour 

camps in the northern part of Russia proper. in the Ural moun-

tains theCaucasus and even as far off as Turkmenia. Most of 

other millions who had remained were driven from their homes. 

which were expropriated by the newly established national 

governments. Thousands were arrested or detained and many 

were convicted of Nazi crimes or otherwise punished for memb

ership in Nazi organizations. 8 Many lived in ghettos and labour 

camps or else were imprisoned to await the final phase of the 

exodus-the expulsion. 

During these invo.luntary migrations. deportations and 

detentions the Germans incurred considerable hardships.inflicted 

by former Soviet and other East European peoples. Such behav-

iour was frequently regarded as a form of retributive punishment 

for earlier Nazi deeds. For many of the victims it represented 

an exercise in revenge that was both arbitrary and unmerited. 

7. Theoder Schieder, Dokumentation der Vertreibung der Deutschen aus 

Q-st und Mi tteleuropa, ( Bonn, 1953 ) pp. 34 E- 44 E • 

s. Ibid., p. 81. 
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The elimination of German minorities was the principal aim 

of the Polish and Czech leaders, atleast since the time that 

Germany had involved their countries in 1939. A similar anti

German policy was advocated by Communist Polish leaders in the . 

former so,iet Union after Stalin· had broken relations with 
. 

the Polish exiles in .~ndon. 

Both the desire of many East European statesmen to elim-

inate potentially dangerous German minorities and to punish 

the Germans collectively for their misdeeds is understandable. 

Upon viewing films of German devastations and atrocities in 

Russia. Benes said that " all these things could not be for

gotten and for all of them there had to be a reckoning, 119 

"An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth." Stalin spoke to 

Truman of " taking revenge ... , for the injuries the Germans had 

caused·. -..over the course of centuries. " 10 The incredible 

breakdown of discipline in many Red Army units in their enc-O

unter with German civilians can conceivably by explained in 

terms of revenge. 

Official reports during 1941-42, as well as prose and 

poetry by such noted literary figures as Boris Pasternak, 

Konstantin Simonov, and Ilya Ehrenburg reflected despair and 

anguish at the sufferings inflicted on the Russian and preached 

a hatred of the Germans that tended to increase toward the end 

of the war as more of· Russia was liberated. 11 Revenge of 

Nazi war crimes probably originated with Soviet guerilla forces 

9. Hans. w. Schoenberg, op. cit. n. 1., P.28. 

10. Ibid. I 
11. Alexander Weoth, Russia at War, 1941-45, (New York, 1964)PP.963-~ 
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whose persecution to the hands of German occupation was ruthless. 

Eisenhower, when he flew across Russia to visit Zhukav 

in .Moscow in 1945, remarked tha·c 11all this devastation would 

have embittered any peoples it would have been completely ast

onishing if the Rusmans had not had a more direct and personal 

vindictiveness toward the Gennans-Proud of their victories, 

the Russians always remembered with bitterness their cost. 1112 

And later, during the occupation clay pointed out that if they 

had been no German aggression, the .expelled problem would not ex~s 

By 1944-45 a total of approximately 16,500,000 Germans 

were living in the areas affected by the mass exodus, excluding 

only the former Soviet Union•From the end of the war to 1950 

over 11,500,000 of these people had actually fled or were expelled. 

In 1950 more than 2,500,000 were known to have remained in or 

near their homes. Some of the deportees were still being det

ained by the Russians. In 1950 about 2,200;000 poople were 

not accounted for and many of them probably perished during 

the exodus. By the end of 1950' there are indications that the 

number of_ persons of German origin in the former Soviet Union 

was between 1,600,000 and 1,700,000, which was the largest 

Western minority in the former Soviet Union. 

The masses of expellees arriving in the Federal Republic 

after the war fell into three different groups: (1) Rechdeutsche 

or German citizens from the provinces immediately east of the 

12. Eisenhower, Crusnde in ~urope~ ( New York, 1952 ) ~.516. 

I 
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Oder-Ne!sse line that were part of Germany on December 31, 
I 

1937; (2) Sudetend eutsche oder Germans from the Sudetenland 

area of Czechoslovakia who became German citizens in 1938; 

and (3) Volksdeutsche, or ethnic Germans who had lived· in and 

in many cases·had been citizens of East European countries as 

shown in Table A. Transfers of ethnic Germans and evacuation 

of East German nationals pla·nned by the Nazi government affected 

less than a million persons. Subsequent arrivals due to flight 

and expulsion amounted to 4,800,000 

For e1bout 15 years-u'ntil August 1961, when the Ber-lin 

Wall all but prevented further crossings - migration of German 

refugees from the communist past of Germany further increased 

the numbers of East German expellees p~esent or arriving that 

period in 'the former Federal Republic of Germany and West Berlin. 

Their arrival in large numbers materially affected the social, 

economic and political development of both parts of Germany 

and demands attention. The mass migration through the figur-

ative. Iron Curtain that was drt''~ln across the middle of Germany 

has no precedent in European history except for the last division 

of ~oland, which prompted flights and mass deportations from 

both sides of the line of demarcation between 1939 & 1945. 

/ 

It will be recalled that ethnic Germans number about one 

fifth of all expellee in former West Germany and that many 

initially belonged to groups resettled under the Hitler-Stalin 

agreements. Since they were not actually expelled after 1945, 

they did not possess the same rights as other ~xpellees. 
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Thes1e migrants from Communist Germany consi8ted of two 

groups termed as " Soviet Zone Irranigrant " (aus.··P,,er Soviet 

besetzungszone Zugewanderte) and " Soviet Zone Refugees" 

( SOwjetzonen-fluchtlinge ). a distinction originally made on 

the basis of whether or not the person arriving was actually 

forced to leave to escape political persecution. The former 

group is now referred to as " Gennans from the Soviet Occupied 

Zone" (Deutsche aus der SBZ) ! 3 The forme·r West Gennan census 

in June 1061 counted over 3 million people who had fled from 

co~unist East Germany of that period to West Germany or West 

Berlin as shown in Table given below. 

EXPELLEES AND GEru1ANS FROM COMMUNIST GERMANY ( AS OF JUNE 1961 ) 

EXPELLEES 

MALE 

FEMALE 

TOTAL 

. Total in West Germany. 

4,233.000 

4,723,000 

~,956.000 

REFUGEES FROM THE SOVIET ZONE 

MALE 

FEMALE 
TOTAL 

Total in West Germany 

1.5oo.ooo 

1,599,000 
3.099,000 

Thereof from the Soviet Zone 

1,264.000 

1,502,000 

2,766.000 

Thereof Recognized Refugees 

4.37.000 

4,10,000 
8.47.000 

EXPELLES AND REFUGEES 

MALE 

FEMALE 
TOTAL 

Total in West Germany 
5,733,000 

6,322,000 
12,055,000 

Thereof from the Soviet Zone 

2,764,000 

3,101,000 
5,865.000 

Source: ( Data from Statistisches Bundesamt, Vorberichte fur die 

Volkzahlung 1961. ) 

13. Hans. w. Schoenberg, op.cit.~, p~.52-54-f 
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~ 1961 total of Germans, boj:.h expellees- and Soviet 

~one refugees, involuntarily transferred from the East was 

over 12,000,000. This represented more than 21% of the entire 

West German population. 

The Hitler- Stalin agreements on German mimorities in 

Eastern Europe led to a migration into Germany of about two 

million people. Between 1918 and 1925 transfers of East Germans 

and others returning from former German economy~ integration 

measures inaugurated by the Weimar government - partly in ful

filment of obligations under the Versailles Treaty - served as 

a precedent for similar provisions made by the Hitler government. 

Though inadequate for meeting growing problems of war damages 

to civilians and bearing traces of political and radical disc

rimination, these were continued throughout World War II. 

Apart from concern for material welfare, the attitude 

of Germans from Russia reflects the tragic experience of the 

uprooting, the losses of lives sustained in the course of the 

flight and expulsions, and the breakup and separation of families, 

enforced since the end of the war. "Release the members of 

our families, our wives, our husbands, and oir children 1114 

is the plea made by Germans from Russia. The year 1962 marked 

the 200th anniversary of the first German agricultural colonies 

in Russia and special pleas were made by Germans from Russia 

urging restoration of basic human rights for over 1,500, 000 

compatriots in former Soviet Union denied the freedom of mov

ement guaranteed to their ancestor. 

14. Volk au·:t dem Weg, Stuttgart, June, 1955, p.a. 
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The market mechanism of National Economic Policy, delicate 

from the start, was s~riously disrupted. Throughout the 1920s, 

with the disappearance of private estates and the sharp decline' 

of enclosed private peasant holdings, a much smaller proportion 

of agricultural output had been marked than before the war. 

Investment in improved techniques had been minimal, and few 

peasants produced a surplus so great that they could be relied 

upon to sell it at artificially depressed prices. When in 

the autumn of 1927, therefore, the peasants, especially ethnic 

minorities were deprived of incentive to market their grain, the 

state purchasing agencies could not nearly meet their require-

ments. Determined that this peasant recalcitranc~ should not 

jeopardize industrial growth, Stalin instituted 'extraordinary 

measures•; forcibly requisitioning grain in Siberia and the 

Urals. Although there was protest against this step, Stalin 

refused all their demands. This commitment to forced indu

strialization had gathered irresistaible momentum. 15 

The German invasion, launcL:_:d at down on Sunday 1941, 

caught the Red Anny almost fatally unprepared and the Soviet 

Union of that time suffered catastroplic defeats. This disa
$ 

strous start can be tracted to Stalin's firm conviCtion that 

Hitler would respect the te~s of the Nazi- Soviet pact atleast 

until 1942• _Far from ¢e1>aring for ia -depth defence, former 

Soviet strategy was based upon the rash assumption that in the 

event of war the Red army would be in a position to move rapidly 

on to the ·offensj.ve. No pre ·parations were made for the evacuation 

15. Edward Action, Russia, (London, 1986) p.216. 
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of population or pl2nt from the industrially developed western 

regions. The growing alarm of front-line commanders was met 

by firm orders to avoid reacting to any 1 provocation• from the 

16 Germans. The aftermath of the World War II was very bad for 

the German minorities in the former Soviet Union as they were 

driven out in the first weeks of 1945. 

Hitler imposed'his will on his generals in arbitrary and 

fanatical fashion, forbidding vital strategic withdrawls 

and wantonly dividing German forces between conflicting goals. 

Equally costly was t:1e political price of Nazi racist doctrine. 

The army ~.-las ordered to give no quarter to the subjugated slavs: 

far from playing upon minority nationalist and peasant discontent 

with former Soviet rule, the Untermemschen were treated with a 

savage brutally perfecty designed to rally even the most disa-

ffected elements behind .Stalin. Nor was Germany free to con-

17 centrate solely upon the Russian foe. 

There were some instances of disaffection, notably in 

the newly annexed western areas and the Caucasus where the 

Germans did condescend to carry support among local minority 

nationalities; and some 800,000 Prisoner of Wars, demoralized 

the point of endurance, consented to serve along side tne 

Germans under the captured General Vlasov. But the overwhelming 

majority identified whole-heartedly with the struggle against 

the hated Nazis. 

16. op.cit. n.ll., p.254. 

17. Edward Action, op.cit. n.11., p.254. 
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Hitler's adventure had aroused a sense of moral outrage, 

of nationall indignation which bears comparision with the impact. 

of the holocaust upon Jewish consciousness. It guaranteed, 

as censorship alone never could, overwhelming and uncritical 

popular support for every demarche of post-war Soviet foreign 

policy. With the crushing of Germany, even the diplomatic 

protection Russia could offer had lost its attractiono In most 

eastern European countries, moreover, there was a deeply rooted 

tradition of hostility to Russian power wnich the unruly and 

sometimes bestial behaviour of the Red Army did nothing to 

counterbalance. 

There were the long- established western areas of the former 

Soviet Unjon which had been cut off from Moscow. In the Ukraine, 

Nazi occupation had stimul2ted local nationalism, weakened 

the coller.~ive farm-system, and left a number of scattered 

paritisan groups who resisted the reimposition of Moscow's 

authority. In 1941 Stalin had already ordered the mass depor

tation of the Volga-Germans on the assumption that, left in a 

vulnerable area, they would throw in their lot with Hi tlere~ 

In fact, although the Germans h2d sought with the help of emigre 

leaders to rouse them against the former Soviet Union, few had 

betrayed their country and many had served honorably in the Red 

Army. Yet the moment the Germans had been driven out, no less 

than 1 million were uprooted en masse and sent penniless to 

Central Asia, the Urals,· and Siberia. Even partY.officials bel

onging to the 1 perished peoples' were despatched- though they 

did escape the murderous conditions in which the rank and file 

were faced to trave1. 18 

18. Edward Action, op. cit. ~. ~.273. 
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Within a decade Khrushchev was to admit that such brutal 

and indiscriminate punishment of whole nations defied not only 

the principles of Marxism~- Leninism but common sense. The 

same might be said of the treatment meted out to POWs returning 

from German captivity. They suffered from the authorities ass-

umption that foreign contact, however involuntary, implied 

unreliability, guilt, and possibly treason. 

The particular from that Zhiqanovschina took was conditioned 

by the legacy of the war and the impact of the emergent Co.ld 

War.- Popular patriotic fervour and anti - Germanism mingled 

with official suspicion of the corrupting influence of the indi-

vidualism and relative influence of the West. CUltural exchanges 

of every kind were broken off. It became illegal to marry a 

foreigner. Intellectuals who implicitly or explicitly showed 

respect for things Western were mercilessly denounced for 

cosmopolitanism. 

REPORT ON THE SUFFERINGS OF RUSSIAN GERMANS -

This part of the chapter Hill be dealing with the report 

given by a few eyewitnesses who suffered during the period of 

Stalin's forced deportation. 

. 
On 5 Sept 1940 the treaty about the emigration of Germans 

from Bessarabia and from northern Bukowina was welcomed by 

native Germans. The history of these Russian Germans is quite 

varied and rich. Annelies Ginter in (the book) 1 40 Jahre nach 

Flucht und Vertreibung, Dusseld ·,rf, 1985 wrt).te about the events 

of war period i.e 1941 which was very tough for Russian Germans. 

A few statements depict this situation. 



.. 
"Die schlirrunste Erfahrung war fur uns~ wo wir nach Sibirien _, 

gebracht wurden. Von zu Hause 1 vom Hof 1 von wo "dir geboren -

wir haben keine andere Heimat gel1abt und nicht .gew~s~t.obwohl 

wir von jeher nicht schr reich gewesen sind, und dann in dem 

kalten Sibirien, nackt und bloss" 

"One of the surviving eyewitnesses says: "The worst of our: 

experiences was when we were brought to Siberia from the place 

or home whe~we were born•We· did not have any native-land and 

we did not even know if we would be at :qll prosperous one day. 

19 
Moreover, we had to bear awful cold of Siberia•" 

We, the family with children who did not want to desert 

their land were brought together to the north. There I was with 

5 children and the mother. They had reached there after north 

Asmaran which is near the pole. There they were transported to 

river Jen3.>sei. There was not any shelter, only the mudhuts. 

My mother had narrated the morning-scene. that when they got up 
I 

there was heavy snow and none could stand there. The people 

ran here and there and many of them died of that bitter cold. 

I was told that my brothe,::- was brought by some one·. in 

1941. He had finished the university and was 23 years and 

was picked up and sent to custody with a whole row of other 

students. I had never again heard ahout him. In 1948 I got 

an information about him by chance through an aquaintance, that 

he died of hunger, the long winter and bitter cold. 

19. Hans-Ulrich Engel: 40 Jahre nach Flucht und Vertreibung, 

~avita Hindwan, trans. (Dusseldorf, 1985 ), p.39. 
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One must live•Although the war stopped in 1945 for us the war 

was not over yet. It went further for us. We were to be 

delivered. n 20 

These Russian Germans wanted the freedom from military 

custody during the difficult years of first World War~ revo

lution and collectivization under Stalin. However~ the attack 

of Germany Army against former Soviet Union during World War 

resulted a big toll of Ethrnic Germans. The Middle Asia from 

the cities and villages. According to statisti.cs more than 

400.000 men. women and children died during this period. But 

about the suffering and hunger only those could report who 

themselves had undergone all that. How could these Germans 

Survive in such an inhuman condition? A Russian German lady 

speaks to this question: 

·~er Lebens-und Leidensweg von Generationen Deutscher in 

Rus~·land ist ohme dereh Deutschtum gar nicbt denkbar. Gleich 

nach der Sehnsucht der Christen nach dem Paradies steht die 

Vorstell!lng vom Heimatland Deutschland." 

11 The way of living and suffering of these Germans in 

Russia from generations is unbelievable without their Germanism. 

The idea of native-German land stands for the longing of chr~ 

istians ~oing to Paradise. 1121 

First of all 45 ~000 Crimean Germans were depo,rted to Central 

Asia within a short period of time. The Volga Germans were 

20. Ibid.~ ,, 39-40. 

)1.41. 
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followed by them. They all were punished for giving the active 

protection to fascist agression. Also the Germans from Volh

ynia and Siberia, ,..,ho were transported to poland or Germany 

before 1941 did not have good luck.· Innumerous of them were 

attacked and brought back by retreating Soviet troops not to the 

place they were promised to i.e old native places, rather to 

unending distant place behind the Urals. A surviver of this 

deportation remembers: 

" Kasachstan ist doch grcss. Das sind Gegenden, wo es sehr 

heiss ist und Gegenden, wo es furchtbar kalt ist. Gerade in 

der Gegend ••••••••••••••••••••••••im Wald arbeiten." 

11 Kazakhstan is quite ·vast. There were places where it 

is very hQt'and a few places whe~e it is extremely cold. The 

surrounding where we were surviving was so dusty thut one could 

hardly 0'':-'n the eyes and v1hen in winter there was a storm, 

one could not see anything even at a small distance. There 

were cases when there \vas no fountain and pipelines in many 

places. There were a few fountains where they had tied ropes 

and one had to struggle a lot for water in case of a storm. 

And we also lived in Taiga where the temperature was 62-42°c 

below zero. And in that cold we had to still work in the forest." 22 

The weather change was especially very bad in Wurt~mberg. 

Most of men were s~parated from their families for long period 

and were forced to work in coal-mines and hills. Most of the 

time they never heard from their own people. 

22. Hans Ulrich Engel, op. cit. -, tt, p.42. 
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The women w~o had small children worked in Kholkhoz. Women 

without children and unmarried girls were taken to camps to 

work under inhuman conditions. A woman- reports: 

11 Ich kam in ein Lager, •••••••••••••••••••••••dann fortge-

schleppt. I carne to camp through barbed wires. It was a diff

icult task. Every evening one came to home and narrated how 

the people were dying. Women were also undergoing the same 

process. Our neighbours say: today we had seen this one and 

that one.·. It was assurned that the deads were to be hurried 

but we could not bury them. They were covered by snow. It 

was not far away from the forest and later one day they were 

eaten up by the wolves. 23 

The Germans who were in Ukranian Village \'Tere ho.peful 

that they would be f.reed by the German troops because there 

the war going to be over. An eyewitness speaks to this point& 

11 Wir, wurden am 5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••nach Sibirien 11 

Translation : 11 On 5 June 1945 we were brought back because 

the Germans were already near. One could hear them and then 

we were on the way to Siberia the whole month. The whole day 

we went forwards and at night the train was sent back because 

of the fear of front. One saw the light in the sky and heard 

the shoo.t~,.1g. For 29 days we were on the way. We were allowed 

to carry 50 Kg .. along on the way for the family, the whole family. 

It included bread, some clothes and the meat. That was all, 

50 Kg. was not much. Our fathers were already there, in July 

the father and the brothers became 50 years old and were already 

deported. We were consoled, if one questioned '~here we are 

2~. Ibid., p.44. 
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going to ? Then one told, 11 They are go·±.ng to their fathers "• 

They all were deported back to Swerdlowsk and we naturally 

came back to Siberia. n 24 

About the hunger problem one can have a proper idea from 

the following report by another eyewitness: "Ein Bruder Kam 

-.. zu~ck, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ist verschwunden.·'tt 

A brother of 15 years old came back, where he was abducted. 

Someone had given him a few thin~s like, bread herring and some 

sugar for his journey of 5 days. But these things were exha-

usted very soon. Many of these people had eaten up th2t on the 

first day itself and most of them died in the train. But my 

brother han a friend who was very strict and fbr this reason 

of his being strict one had assumed that he could be alive. 

My brother took foodstuff and bread from this friend and gave 

back his share. During that period there was hardly any trmn 

to Siberie:,. In case if it went, it went from station to station. 

And it was only from Swerdlowsk to that place where we were 

living i.e 1000 km wide.' Perhaps only two months had passed 

by and then they were again hungry and for this reason went out 

of the train, worked and begged. My brother was taken away 

by deportation army with hts friend. The friend was brought 

back on the second day and my brother is lost till today. 

Either he is being taken away somewhere else or probably he 

has died of hunger in Taiga. He is lost.
25 

24. Ibid. 

25. Hans Ulrich Engel, op.cit.n.19, p.46 
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A Volga German who was still very young got a order th2t 

he must join the people who were going to be transferred to 

this native-village. He reports as following; 

11Unter den Menschen •••••••••••••••••••·•••••nach Deut-

schland kommen." 

Now there was an uncertain feeling among the people. My 

grandmother, who had spoken on the way to Siberia said:, It 

is a great thing that now we are again same. "Among the Volga 

Germans there was a hope because we all were brought together 

at once. There is a plan that we ffi ould go to Germany. But 

as there \vas nothing to do in the west, because the Front was 

strong one takes us to the East and South, perhaps over China 

26 
so th2 t we can go to Germany. 11 

Just after a three weeks of transportation by cattlewagon 

these Volga Germans felt that they were being deceived. 

A report by an eyewitness says: 

"Den Zug haben sie ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ganz allein" 

Translation they stopped a train but th~ee-four wagons breaking 

loose, went ahead. It was a common occurrence' on all small 

stations. All of them were taken out of the train and horses 

were loadr·d by disloadging them on the pretext that a family 
. 27 

was coming to that area. 

As the war came to an end in 1945, the sufferings of these 

Russian Germans had hardly declined. A lady-teacher reports : 

26. Ibid., p.47. 

27. Hans Ulrich Engel, op.cit. ·n.19,p.48 
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11 Ganz besonders ist ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• als Lehrer arbeiten.· 

"Translation ;irspecially I would like to talk about the year 

1947 when the war was already over. I mysef had worked during 

the war as a fuDtime German-teacher. I had to leave the school 

in 1947. I went to Nm-.ro:sibirsk and all Germans were prohibited 

28 to work any more as teachers!' 

Most of the churches were closed down during war-time. 

After sometime i.e. during 1960's the life of these Russian 

Germans began to normalise, as they had earned more and so 

there was less problem of hunger. One could have a cow and a 

pig. Finally, the life was bearable and one could protect oneself 

still some more years later these Germans could go to the former 

FRG to meet their relatives. 

Do you think that these oppressed Russian Germans who 

underwent such hardships during deportation. hated the people 

responsib. for their pathetic conditions ? 

A Russian German lady answered this question showing obj

ectivity. She did not blame the Russians for their suffering. 

She never hated Russians but hated Communism only. She further 

stated that there were good and ~. :::td people in every country" 

whether it is Russian, Germany, Ukraine or any other country. 

Thus. she did not hold Russians responsible for the sufferings 

of the during deportation. 

The deportation policy of Stalin was a reflection of his 

revenge on Hitler's aggression. No doubt the Russian Germ<'lns 

2s. Ibid., P.so. 
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had to undergo severe conditions. They had to work under inh

uman conditions in distant places like Siberia. Urals and 

Kazakhastan where there was hardly any material civilization 

around. Many of them got separated from their families and 

even lost their lives. But when the sufferers were asked for 

their views. it was seen that this action of Stalin was perc

eived as a normal human act of revenge. 
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CHAPTER III 

STATUS OF ETHNIC- GERMANS IN KAZAKHSTAN' 

Aftermath of the World Vlar was very bad for the Ethnic 

Germans. Most of the several million members of this ethnic 

group in the fO.Ilmer Soviet Union were poorly treated. They 

were deported under terrible conditions in 1941. The men were 

segregated from their families and sent to the Gulag as sold

iers of a working army. Only a few of them could return to 

their relatives. Even after the treason verdict against the 

Germans in the former Soviet Union had been dropped during the 

Khrushchev period, They were still subject to many restrictions, 

for example, the ban on the return to their native territories. 

This fostered their desire for a life in freedom in Germany 

as the country from which their forefathers had come a long time 

ago. After the disntegration of the former USSR the ethnic 

Germans in Russia are confronted with further challanges. 

Many of them in the meantime settled down in Kazakhstan. Irr

espective of the efforts by many state leadership, for example, 

specifically, those by the Kazakh president Nazarbaev, which 

seek to establish good rc;lations among the country's nationa

lities, there are some xenophobic tendencies which are growing 

in Central Asia'Although these 0~e primarily directed against 

Russians, even other Europeans and thus the Germans too suffer 

on account of this psychosis. The former Federal Republic of 

Germany always declared that it was willing to integrate Ger

mans from other countries into its territory but is at the 
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same time interested in keeping the exodus of Germans from 

the former Soviet Union as limited as possible. For this 

reason,_the German government has offered assistance to enable 

the Russian Germans to stay in their settlement areas. 

The German government agreed to an obligation for the 

welfare of the ethnic Germans in the then USSR under Aden

aur, the architect of Economic Miracle in Germany, at the 

request especially of the welfare and cultural associations 

for Germans born in the eastern area- of the former Reich and 

of expell~e associations. The assistance from Bonn was nece

ssarily limited to insistence on possibilities to travel out 

of the count~ as long as ideological demands of the former 

Soviet leadership and their claim that it was a purely inter

nal matter made any support by relatives of the German ethnic 

group in the former USSR impossible. A further hinderance to 

an improvement of the situation of the ethnic Germans in the 

former Soviet Union v:as that this group had no mandatories or 

elected representatives of their own before March 1989. The 

German Government thus lacked a contact. 

With Nazi Germany's invasion of the former USSR in 1941 

a settlement of the German ethnic group in Russia which had 

lasted almost two centuries came to an end. It changed com

pletely in structural and regional terms. The chief Gennan 

settlement area~ as opposed to the per-war period~ is no longer 

in the we. ·t of the former USSR but in western Siberia and northern 
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Kazakhstan. The 1989 census shows that more citizens of German 

origin in all 957,518 - lived in Kazakhstan th~n in Russia 

including Siberia numbering 841,295.
1 

After the disintegration of the former Soviet Union, the 

ethnic German question has advanced from a bilateral affair to 

a matter discussed between several parties, since it now affects 

a number of successor states. In addition to this, three German 

rally movements have emerged since 1989. There aims are the 

restoration of the Volga Republic which existed until 1941 and 

the creation of comparable autonomous areas. 

Not all Germans apparently had the courage to state their 

nationality to the former Soviet authorities which explains 

their number remaining the s~me in 1989 census. No one knows 

exactly, therefore, how many people really could take advantage 

of their right to travel to Germany. In the case of Russia, 

the magnitude of the problem of economic loss of all Germans 

would haroly be consequent to migration of ethnic Germans was 

not as largeas in the case of Kazakhstan with a total popul~tion 

of just under 17 million inhabitants as estimated by 1991 census. 

Almost all the ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan are reported to be 

wanting to leave their homes to either. :..settle down on Rl,lssian, 
\ 

Ukrainian or German territory. 

1. Bulletin des Press-und Informationsamtes Bundesregierung 

(Bonn) 19 9 2, P. 9 57. 
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. '· 
RETROSPECT! GE~- SETTLEMENT IN KAZAKHSTAN , 

The ethnic Germans from Russia moved to Kazakhstan in 

three; stages. After they already heeded the call of Express 

Catherine II to come to Russia in the mid- 18th century. they 

first settled down in Kazakhstan in 1871. Over 110 Germans 

settlements had been established in the northwestern territories 

2 
of Kazakhstan at the beginning of the 20th century. The German 

colonies were good in the fields of agrjculture and- crafts. 

Moreover, the Balshevik Revolution of-1917 not only had far-reaqhin~ 
7 

implications for the Kazakh and Russian population. but also for 

the descendants of German enigrants. The Balsheviks deprived 

the big landowners and livestock traders of their livelihood. 

It affected the most developed regions, including the 

German settlements. _Many ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan were 

forced to return to the Volga or the Ukrain because of Social 

unrest and political uncertainty. The ratio was so that one 

in four Germans left his/her Kazakh home. During the hard 

years between 1921 and 1930 1 the compulsory collectivization 

in this region also deprived the Germans of the possibility •. 

Of independent initiative in the agricultural sector. Finally. 

all smallholder farms were dissolved. The previous farmers were 

asked to join a large kolkhoz or a commune. In 1931/32, the 

first trains with expropriated large landowners and smallholders 

from the Volga regiin arrived in Kazakhstan.' This influx of 

de-kulakicised German farmers from the Black Sea. and Volga 

regions had disastrous effects . :: the country's already catastrophic 

2. Ibid. p.959. 
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supply situation. The people who were expelled from their homes 

in the people who were expelled from their homes in the west 

were settled in the barren steppes of central and southern 

Kazakhstan. 

However, the worst blow for the Russian Germans were the 

deportations after the German invasion of the former USSR. 

The Volga Germans were accused of spying, collaborating with 

the German aggressor, and preparing acts of sabotage in the 

Deportation Decree of 28 August 1941. The first trains with 

deportees already arrived in Kazakhstan at the beginning of 

September 1941. After arriving in Kazakhstan these ethnic 

Germans were placed under;pecial supervision. They were not 

at all al J n\ved to leave their c.llocated special settlements and 

had to report to the comnander responsible once a month. This 

provision affected 394,000 members of the German ethnic group 

in Kazakhstan and a total of 949, 829 in the whole of the former 

Soviet Union. 3 The use of the German language was st:ictly 

forbidden. There were no oppor-l:. ;ni ties of attending school. 

and there was persecution for religious activities and the 

churches were closed down. 

After German - Soviet negotiations on the repatriation 

of German civilians and prisoners of war began in the autumn 

of 1955, the ethnic Germans in Russia were exempted from the 

special supervision th~ough a decree of the Supreme Soviet of 

the former Soviet Union dated 13 December 1955. 4 Nevertheless 

they could not return to their former homes and assert claims to 

3. Markus Wolf, "No future for the Ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan", 

Ausse:noo;litik (Hamburg), vol.44,no.20993), P.155. 

4 • Ibid. , P • . 15 6 • 
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lost property as they were prohibited to do all that • After 

the end of the previous restrictions a pronounced internal 

migration started. Afte~ the war. only a few members of the 

ethnic group made an effort. despite the existing administrative 

obstacles. to leave the settlement areas to which they had 

been deported. iie.the Urals and Siberia to live in the less 

inhospitable regions with better soil and much better job pro

spects. After the annulment of the 1941 special regime many 

German resettlers moved to ~o,uthern and eastern Kazakhstan. 

It was not possible for the Germans until the middle of 

the 1960's to give a public call for a restoration of their 

former autonomy. Their wish was rejected by the former Soviet 

central government. However. during this period. these ethnic 

Germans experienced a modest cultural upswing. The following 

was achieved in Kazakhstana 

(i) the introduction of lessons in the German language and the 

recognition of German as a subject to be taught in schools; 

(ii) the establishment of a department for the instruction of 

mother-tongue teachers; 

(iii) the setting up of the German-l~nguage dnily newspaper 

Freundschaft ( since 1991 : Deutsche Allgemeine ) in 

Zelinograd with 2circulation of initially s.ooo and finally 

20.000 copies. and 

(vi) impro?ements in many social fields thanks to a simuitaneous 

economic upswing. 5 

There were many other developments as well. For example, 

the previously banned activities of the religious community in 

S.Wolf,·n.3,P.157e 
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Kazakhstan, southern Siberi2 <mc1 in the Altai region was also 

able to develop modestly. Irrespective of all the progress, 

the social .. tatus and level of education of the Gerrnans remained 

at a low level. In 1970, only 0.9 per cent of all ethnic Ger-

6 
mans had a degree. After many years of oppression, brutal dep-

ortation, compulsory collectivisation and a constant ban on 

the German language, this was hardly surprising. It was a 

fact that the ethnic Cerm.-,ns in the fonner USSR, especially in 

rural areas were regarded as former prisoners of war who stayed 

behind made it even more complicated for them to fight for their 

rights as an-organised ethnic groupo 

GRADUAL SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE 

One could see a graduai· change in the former Soviet attitude 

towards the ethnic Germans living in their country. They were 

regarded as a vital economic factor. This was also applicable 

in Kazakhstan. The central committees of the Communist party 

in both the former Soviet Union as a Hhole and in particular in 

~9zakhstan claimed to be keen on an improvement of the idedogical 

mass activities among the Russian Germans population in the 

republic. This had implications for the emancipatary efforts 

of the ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan. Committed personalities 

among them tried to induce the Kazakh government to resolve 

existing problems. Under CPSU General Secretary Andropov, 

the first official recognition of the economic achievements 

of the Russian Germans was issued at the Union level. In 1983 

on the 66th anniversary of the October Socialist Revolution, 

6. Ibid. 
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Andropov described the Germans living in the country as an econo-

mic factor of the socialist system when acknm.,rledging their 

contribution towards the reconstruction of the economy after 

the war and the development of t'. o virgin land in Kazakhstan. 
7 

This recognition, however, came too late. At that time, 

the emigration of Germans to the former Federal Republic of 

Germany was rapidly rising. In the years 1983-86, more and more 

members of the older generation, whose memory of their Volga-

German homes. the pre-war period in the caucasus or in the 

'"" ·- -- •·. 
Wg:aine,. was still very much alive submitted applications to 

the local auttorities for exit permits, of course without rec-

eiving a reply. The former emigration ban had already been 

lifted under Brezhnev. The Russian Germans in Kazakhstan were 

first able to partially benefit from the exit permits in 1986. 

During the first years, .1030 Germans were allowed to leave 

the country. and 13.000 more followed due to petitions. 8 The 

exodus occassionally triggered negative reactions in the country. 

Some regional party Secrataries declared that the Germans had 

been fed and educated by their Soviet homeland. After having 

afforded them refuge and liberated them from their National-

Socialist post they had recovered and were now leaving the 

country. Many of the instructions intended for the Interior 

Ministry oragans responsible for exit pe~s were designed to 

stem the increasingly rising flow of German emigrants from the 

former Soviet Union after 1987. The Kazakh branch of the ethnic 

7. Suddeutsche Zeitung, 11 January 1984, p.1o. 

8. Bulletin des Press- und Informations arntes der Bundesregierung 

( Bor-1 ) August 1989, pp:712 ff. 
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9 Genn.an union association Wiedergeburt ( Rebirth ) made rep-

eated·efforts since it was founded in March 1989 to convince 

the former Soviet government of the requirement for radical 

measures to increase the level of education of the German sec-

tion of the population. There were demands, for the foundation 

of schools with extended mother-ton~ue German lessons, the 

creation of more departments in higher education institutions 

to study the literature and history of the Russian Germans, 

better condition for the preservation of German identity, pro-

grammes with German-language radio and television programmes, 

and the setting up of meeting places and clubs as measures to 

counteract the pressure of emigration. There was even a call 

for national districts with an ethnic German majority inside 

Kazakhstan. 

ETHNIC GERMANS IN INDEPENDENT KAZAKHSTAN 

The origin of the Germans in Kazakhstan can be traced 

to the descendants of the German emigrants from Hesse, Bavaria, 

the·Palatinate and the Rhineland as the biggest ethnic groups 

in the Kazakh multi-national state. Since the 1926 census, 

for the first times the Kazakhs again farmed the largest share 

of the population (39. 7 per cent ) vlhich is ahead of the Russians 

(37 per cent), the Germans ( 5.7 per cent), and the Ulcrainians 

{ 5.4 per cent ). 10 

A section :t;or Internation< ·1 Relations was set up in Feb-

ruary 1988 inside the propaganda and Mass political Education 

9. Ibid. 

10. Markus Wolf, op.cit., P. 159. 
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Activities Department of the Central Committee of the Comminist 

party of Kazakhstan and entrusted with the task of a_ssessing 

the state 0f cultural life and further education or advanced 

training for the minorities on the territory of Kazakhstan 

and of int ~ducing measures to preserve the various ethnic 

id . h h i f h f d . d 11 
entit~es t roug the provis on o t e un s requ1re • 

This insti-tution. however. only concentrated on statistical 

activities and failed to carry out any practical measures. 

In addition. the staff in this section dissociated itself from the 

c:JFtivities of the numerous nati'onal associations, commissions 

and committees. The Section was dissolved after two years. 

The interest of the Kazakh state and party leadership in the 

problems of the ethnic minorities had faded away. The committee's 

for the preservation of the respective national cultural her-

itage set up by the German, Czech, Korean, Uiqurian,Je'''ish, 

Greek and a further four ethnic groups were abandoned to their 

fate. The state assocations were increasingly restrictive 

towards the ethnic Germans. They deprived the German ethnic 

group as opposed to the numerous pressure groups of the Kazakhs 

of the hitherto provided financial support. This affected the 

German radio in Alma-Ata. the German language daily newspaper, 

German population in· .Alma-Ata, and the German, language tele-

vision service of the Kazakh televiosion station with its weekly 

magazine programme 1 Guten-Abend!. 12 

13 The editors of the German-language newspaper Freundschaft 

took the cause of the Germans into their own hands. 

11. Ibid. 

12. Markus, Wolf, op.cit.,159. 

13. Ibid. 
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They directly addressed the failures of the Communist Party's 

policy towards the German minority and demanded greater media 

diversity in the fields of the press, radio and television. 

The result was that the authorities agreed to the introduction 

of a German-language television programme and to even consider 

the prospect of financing it. In March 1989, it was launched 

with a 40-minute broadcast per week in· ;radio and television. 

As no funds were given for the project in the last five-year 

plan, the Russia Germans in Kazakhsta~ agreed to pay part of 

the annual budget. 

The reaction to the magazine programme Guten Abend, was 

quite good as it influenced a large audience by the extensive 

mail from listeners. This mail was sent to the editorial office 

from all parts of Kazakhstan, the Altai region, northern Uzb

eki~tan and many areas in Russia as for as Orenburg. The sur-

~eys were also conducted in this field and they showed that 

German- language programmes reached quite a large audience. 

Its initiators wanted to improve the quality •Of the German-

language programmes and for this they established contact with 

representatives of West German channel~Af~er initial rounds 

of talk in October 1989, the we~t- deutscher Rundfunk ( HDR ) . . 

gifted a complete set of studio equipment in Alma-Ata. The 

rnost'important topics of the magazine programme Guten Abend 

in 1990 were the difficulties the German minority in Kazakhsta~ 

was undergoing and the integration problems of ethnic Germans 

immigrants living in Germany. 14 

14. Bulletin des press-und Informationsamts der Bundesregierun0 ,. 

November 1989,_ p 751. 
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It was already assumed at that time that one in three 

ethnic German~wanted to leave Kazakhstan as soon as possible. 

Inspite of this the Kazakh government did very little to make 

life easier for the ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan. The lead-

ership in Alma-Ata tended to move in the other direction. 

The number of teachers of the mothertongue and of students for 

the German Department of the corresponding university in Kok

chetav was reduced. German was dropped as a subject in the 

old German communities of Romanovka, ~ozhdestveka, Krasnoia

rka, lermentau and pavlovka in the region of Zelinograd and 

in the Thaelmann, Rozovka and Uspenka settlements in the region 

of Pavlodar. 15 The reason often given was that Kazakh was 

to become the official language in Kazakhstan. Even the aid 

for national education was often too low to maintain the stan-

dard of German lessons at school and at university at their 

previous level, especially since more money was invested in 

educational facilities for Kazakh childern and youth. The 

Kazakhisation often directly took place at the expense of the 

German mi ·:ari ty. Wherever a German school class with German 

lessons for ethnic Germans or a German group in a Kindergarten 

was closed, they were soon replaced by corresponding Kazakh 

institutions. Through the foundation of German schools and 

higher education institutions in areas with a dense German 

population, through the promoti<Jn of mother-tongue lessons in 

Kindergarten and, last but not least through the symbolic su-

pport of German interests, the situation was somewhat improved. 

15. Markus, Wolf, op. cit., p.160. 
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~here are only two kindergarten groups and two project classes 

with extended German lessons for the 14.000 ethnic Germans living 

in the Kazakh capital. The similar ptoport~ions exist in rural 

areas. 

\fuen Kazakhstan was still a republic of the former Soviet 

union, President Nursultan Nazarbaev openly rejected efforts 

by the Germans in the country to gain political autonomy. 

This had an influence on the conditions in Kazakh televisiono 

The studio equipment the Westdeutsches Radio.WDR presented 

to the programme Guten Abend! as a gift was more and more 

16 frequently requisitioned for non--."~rman programmes. This 

led to considerable conflicts and more recently, also to the 

reduction of grant for the German-l?.nguage programme. The 

management of the Kazakh television exerted a growing influence 

on programming. It wanted fev1er reports from Germany and more 

on the ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan. The reason being if the 

viewers only sa\..., pictures from Germany on television they would 

find it difficult surmount the natural desire to leave the 

country. The purpose of the programme was to prevent thise 

Although the programme's editors concentrated on the problems 

emigrants have with integration in the former Federal Republic 

of Germany. this was not recognised as an argument explaining 

the main issue. Every time something was shown on Germany and 

this was viewed as advertising for emigration and the programme 

was either dropped or replaced by something else. Pressure 

was also put on German editors by delaying their already authorised 

official visits at the last moment or anytime. 

16. Markus, Wolf, op.cit., p. 159. 
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There were also restrictions on the ethnic Germans at the 

economic level. Their relatives hardly had trouble when it 

came to being pr·omoted to the level of a director of some insi

gnificant kolkhoz or sevkhoz. Hmvever, they hardly stood an 

opportunity of moving to higher posts. Kazakhs were frequently 

preferred for promotions to the top level of a region or dist

rict, but not members of the ethnic Germans. In-spite of large

scale migration of these Germans from Kazakhstan, the conditions 

there have hardly changed for the better. Till today, the 

connections between former socialist or Soviet cadres are almost 

always decisive. The democratic 09position movements have no 

financial resources and do not represent a power factor to be 

taken seriously. The Germans have to lm-1er their sights, when 

it comes to fostering their culture, without receiving any 

kind of compensation. The fact that one in five of the ethnic 

Germans in Kazakhstan registered Russian as his mother tongue 

in the census was cited by the Kazakh government as an argument 

against the autonomy demand. 17 

One can understand the motive behind of discrimination 

the authorities towards the ethnic Germans. The leadership in 

Alma-Ata_is scared of the threat to the territorial integrity 

of the multinational Kazakh state if it concedes territorial-

ethnic striving for autonomy. "',_,is concern can be noticed in 

ma11y of the interviews given by President Nazarbaev. He has 

repeatedly emphasised that national districts on Kazakh area 

17. Ibid, p. 159. 
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are not up for discussion. Kazakhstan must remain integrated 

as a whole. It was for the Germans themselves to ensure the 

preservatir , of their identity in the country. This viev..r is the 

negation of the history of the recently attaj_ned Kazakh indepe-

ndence. It does not improve the condition of Russian Germans. 

If compared with the Soviet-period, ethnic Germans are expected 

to accept a considerable loss of status, to an extent unkenown 

in the slav .. successor states, the :;kraine and Russia. It is 

h§Fdly astonishing that 225,000 ethnic Germans from Kazakhstan 

filed emigration applications in Germany in 1991 alone. These 

ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan are no longer in favour of remainir,: 

in the country as an acceptable alternative to emigration• 

In 1992, 114,382 Germans from Kazakhstan resettled in the Federal 

Republic of Germany with no more than 194,596 Germans the succ

essor states of the Soviet Union including Georgia but excluding 

the Baltic states as a whole. 18 

No more than 200,000 ethnic Germans emigrants from the 

former Soviet Union were to be taken in by the Federal Republic 

of Germany in any one year according to the War-Induced losses 

Act of 21 December 1992. In this tendency continues, this would 

mean that .the question of these Russian Germans in.Kazakhstan 

will have been resolved through emigration in seven years. 19 

During the Bundestag hearing on the situation of German minori-

ties in Eastern Europe in December 1992, the representatives 

of the biggest rally movements, Heinrich Groth and Hugo Wormsbeche~ 

18. Markus, Wolf, op.cit., p.160. 

19. Ibid. 
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described the prospect of a rPstoration of the Volga Republic 

as an illusion• In the meantime, Groth's Wiedergeburt hos moved 

away from its earlier "Volga Republic or Mass Exodus" ::>tance. 

The reason given was that the War-Induced losses Act adopted 

by the Bundestag in December ( which keeps open the option of 

resettlement to Germany ) had been received vri th great satis-

- 20 
faction by the ethnic Germans in Russia. 

In 1993, for the relief measures for ethnic Germans in 

the former USSR and in the rest of Eastern Europe, the German 

government provided DM 250 million. Now th2t a financing of 

the Volga Republic within the frame-work of the new Ethnic 

Germans in Russia 11 fund seems guaranteed, the Russian Presi 

dent has formally decreed its restoration.though it is still 

a long way to its ultimate establishment. 21 This move was pre-

ceded by agreements in the form of a bilateral ('_,ermnn-Kazakh 

declaration on 22 September 1992 on the protection o.n minorities 

and ethnic groups and, above all, on economic and security 

problems. In the same way, both sides attach particular imp-

ortance to the development of mutually beneficial economic 

cooperation. Germany declared that it was willing to support 

Kazakhstan in the organisation of its market economy system 

and to bac:: the process of reform during the transition to the 

22 
market economy. This was a clear reflection of the Kazakh 

interest in German aid and German investments. -· 
20. Markus Wolf, n.3, p.160. 

21. Suddeutsche Zeitung, 21o January 1993. 

22. Bulletin. des press-und Informationsamtes Bundesregierung, 

1992, pp.975 ff. 
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For the German sides efforts focussed on legally safeguarding 

the status of the Ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan. An important 

passage in the declaration runs as follows. 

Bath sides also acknowledgE' :1e contribution of the German 

population towards the development of today's Republic of Kaz-

akhstan and reaffirm in accordance with their legal system their 

conunon interest in preserving the livelihood and ensuring the 

possibilities of development of the Kazakh citizens of German 

origin, as for every citizen of Kazakhstan irrespective of their 

right to emigrate for themselves and their children in their 

homeland Kazakhstan. Germany and Kazakhstan agree that the 

Kazakh citizens of Gennan origin antJ;;:_:.the German citizens of 

Kazakh origin in the Federal Republic of Germany should be able 

to foster their language culture and national traditions and 

f~ely practice their religion in accordance with theit free 

decision. 23 

The 'Joint Declaration' took into account.almost all int-
~· 

ernational human rights norms. However, the Copenhagen CSCE 

Human Rights Convention was not included, which incorporates 

the collective rights of the ethnic minorities into pr8tection. ,_ 
Although t~ere is a general reference to the rights of national 

minorites; the~ethnic Germans from Kazakhstan are not expressly 

mentioned. It is to be feared, therefore,that the declaration 

is no more than a proclamation of good intentions and not the 

granting of concrete rights. Nevertheless, this document is 

23. Bulletin des Press-und Informations-amtes der 3undesregierung 

30 september 1992, pp. 975 ff. 
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an important starting-point for the future varied cooperation 

24 between the two states. there are already postive approaches. 

The advancement of a private ecomomy in Kazakhstan has enabled 

the creation of several business associations and companies 

run by Germans. These enterprises have already direct contacts 

with western firms. It is clear that ethnic Germans who are 

involved in activities here will hardly have plans to emigrate. 

Because of the business connections of their firm to western 

countries they have an almost unlimited freedom to trovel. As 

the statistiqs show, there are roughly 10,000 persons in this 

group. These are,mainly directors of agricultural 2nd indus-

trial enterprises approximately 10 percent of all plant directors, 

leading specialists in companies, civil service officials, and 

well-to-do formers and workers. 25 

The majority of the ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan, however, 

are facing other problems. The very basis of their existence 

is at stake. Market economy structures have yet to be created 

in Kazakhstan and are not yet well developed. Even a small 

aid here can help a great deal towards preventing a mass exodus 

which would not be the best solution for anyone. As in Russia 

and the Ukraine, Germany could also support firms in Kazakhstan 

which provide existential and development chances for ethnic 

Germans. Such help would be important, even though a territorial 

autonomy for the German ethnic ~roup is not under discussion 

because of the country's special situation. The problems which 

24. "Das Dokument vom Kopenhagener KSZE- Treffen ueber die 

me~schliche Dimension vom 29.6.1990"~in Europa Archiv, 

15/1990, PP. 380-394. 

25. Nelf.eS Leben, 11 November 1992, p. 2. 
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the ethnic Germans are facing in Kazakhstan are specifically 

Kazakh problems und must be resolved in a different way than 

the German Question.in Russia. It is doubtful if the migration 

of ethnic Germans from Kazakhstan_, Russia or Ukraine would help 

them really to improve their status as the question of achieving 

territorial autonomy in these republics is still fur from rPsolved. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FROM PE_RE-STROIKA TO YELTSIN 

The changes that took place in the former USSR aftPr Gor-

bachev~s accession to power had a profound effect on the emig-

-· 
ration of J.ews and Germans from the former Soviet Uniono The 

fundamental transformation of the politidal landscape in Central 

and Eastern Europe in 1989 is an astounding historical phen~m-

enon which triggered the unification of Germany in 1990 and 

the disintegration of the former Soviet Union in 1991. 

Table I shows the annual number of emigrants by nationality 

since 1985; 

Table -- I 

-year Jew~rp·.rs % German -~ % Annen Tans % . Total 

.-1985- 1,140 50.5 -_ 870 38-~5- \ 248 11.0 -2.258 

1986 914 43.7 931 44.5 247 11.8 2,o92 

1987 8,143 31.4 14.488 55.9 3.296 12.7 25,927 

1988 19,365 24.9 47,572 61.1 10,864 14.0 77,801 

1989 9,579 33.1 18,990 65.6 374 1.3 28,943 

Total 39,141 28.6 82,851 60.5 15,029 10.9 - 137,021 

Source : Soviet Jewish Affairs. Vol.19. no. 2. 989, p. 17. 

The above table shows that Soviet emigration has under gone 

three important changes since 1985. The first change is a dram.atic 

i~crease in the number of emigrants permitted to leave after a period 

,. o; restricted .. movement prior to 1987. The second is a reversal of 

the proport1-pnstof1Sills and Germans who comprised the emigrant q':ltitas 

until now. The third is a change in the direction of Jewish emi-

gration or, more precisely, the accleration of a trend already 

underway by 1985. 
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During the first two years since Gorbachev came to 

power German emigration continued the decline that began 

in the early 1980s. In 1986 the total number of emigrants 

barely exceeded 2.000 compared to the tens of thousands of 

emigrants annually during the preceding d~ade. In 1987 this 

decline was suddenly reversed: In that year the number of emi-

grants leaped more than tenfold to nearly 26.000 persons. and 

in 1988 a record number of 77.801 emigrants left the former 

USSR. exceeding the previous peak yea~ of 1979. when 67.068 

1 persons we're permitted to emigrate. 

Since 1948 Jewish emigrants have exceeded Germans by an 

average ratio of two-to-one. Jews accounted for approximately 

60%~ · of all Soviet emigrants until 1986 • Germans 30%. In 1986 

this ratio began to change. In that year an almost equal ·number 

of Jews and Germans left the former Soviet Union and. in 1988. 

Jews comprised less than one~fon+th of all emigrants while 

Germans accounted for more than two-thirds of the totaJ1 Not 
I 

only did Germans outnurnbe~ Jews. but the level of German emig-

ration in 1988 exceeded 47.500 persons,,higher than any previous 

year. Since 1985 the emigrated Russian Germans continued. to 

resettle mainly in former West Gerrnany. 2 

German motives for leaving changed after 1985, though 

most of them continued to resettle in the former Federal Repu-

blic of Germany as before. Prior to 1985. German emigrants had 

1. Sidney Hei trnan. "Soviet Emi. ration under Gorbachev". Soviet 

Jewish Affalrs (London). Vol.19.no.2. Summer 1989. p. 18. 

2. Ibid. P• 20. 
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been either persons with relatives in the West from whom they 

had been separated durin~ and after World War II or individuals 

with no families in West Germany. such as the Volg~ Germans who 

were permitted to emigrate nonetheless during the 1970 s under 

Detente period. When emigratt?n revived again in 1987 after 

several .years of restricted movement during the early 1980s. 

Germans v1ho were permitted to leave were mainly individuals 

teeking to complete the earlier process of emigration. Thc.t means 

they consisted of elderly :t)arents • children. and young men vii th 

military commi t.11ents to ful fi 1 ~;ho hc:.d remained behind vlhen t~eir 

families had emigrated earlier vli thout them. Around half a million 

Germans had already emigrated by 1989. 

SOVIET EMIGRATION POLICY AFTER 19e5 

Similar to emigrants' motives for leaving. Soviet emigration 

policy too showed continuity and change since 1985. During his 

first two years in power. Gorbachev continued the restrictive pol-

icies he inherited and for which he was in large measure responsible 

as a power behind the scenes dt.F: }Q the short terms of Andro!'OV 

and chernenko. These measures included limits on emigration by 

Germans and Je\.,rs. From 1987 onwards. hovrever. Gorbachev' s policies 

of glasnost and per$troika gained momentum and he ?ursued good 

~lations with the west. These oolicies in turn eased reauirements ... . 

for emigration and resulted in an increase in the number of emigrant: 

This changed policy was three-pronged ap9roach to emigration· 

characterized by contradictions nnd inconsistencies. One step 



was'the liberalization of emigration needs. Many Germans who 

did not meet .the strict legal criteria for emigration were allowed 

to leave. Emigration process was simplified and str~amlined and· 
. 

many of them were allowed to depart for the West. At the same 

time many individuals were arbitrarily refused permission to 

leave and often without being given a reason. Poor relatives 

who were unable to obtain a written agreement to their emigration 

from·family members who remained behind were not allowed to leave, 

making them virtual prisoners. While following these two con

tradictory policies, the former Soviet authorities resorted to 

a·thT~~-step, that of seeking to discover'ie emigration by elimi

·nating the causes of Germans and Jewish disaffection. concess-

ions to the Germans included an end to anti-German propaganda 

i.e. the easing of restrictions on religious observances, and 

the expansion of German language instruction in schools, publ-

ications, and radio and television programming. It also included 

the easing ,-. · travel· conditions for Germans to visit relatives 

in the former Federal Republice of Germany and consideration 

'Of the restoration of an autonomous German political administra-

tive unit similar to one that existed before World War II. 

Factors external to the forrrr. r USSR have invariably played 

an important rale in the evolution of the third Emigration• 3 • 

Chif.among them are the policies and actions of the United States, 
I 

West Germany vis a vis the former Soviet Union. Since the inc

eption of the exodus in 1948 these two states have consistently 

3. Sidney Heitman, "The Third Soviet Emigration". Soviet Jewish 

Affairs, vol. 18, no. 2, summer 1988. p. 17. 
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pressed for maximum levels of emigration for jews and Germans 

by various means, including d±plomatic pressure & the granting 

of favours and concessions to the former USSR. 

The conceivable effect of the law on German emigration 

was difficult to assess. Until 1988 the German exodus was- fuelled 

by sev.eral factors like lingering resentment over their brutal 

treatment during and after \'lorld War II and a fear that repression 

could return, dissatisfaction with available opportunities to 

preserve German cultural, religious, and linguistic traditions; 

and the lure of a better life in the FRG. Horeover, Hest Germany 

of that time maintained on open door to all ethnic German immi-

grants from Eastern Europeand'the former Soviet Union. 

Permission to leave was granted ~y the former Soviet aut

horities mainly to citizens who co~ld prove a close relationship 

to family members in former West Germany whom they want to join 

and this v1as a major control on numbers of emigrants. Under 

the new law, all \-Tho Hi shed to leave and could provide evidence 

of acceptance in the country of destination were able to do so 

at will. 4 

In West Germany there was a reaction against the unrest

ricted immigration of refugees from Eastern Europe and the for

mer Soviet Union. A rising xenophobia, growing economic problems 

and unemployment, and environmental and security concerns resulted 

in local electoral reverses for the government of chancellor 

4. Sidney Heitman, 11A Soviet Draft Law on Enigration 11
, Soviet 

Jewish Affair, vol. 19, no. 3, Summer 1989, p,33. 
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Helmut Kohl. To gether support in the coming federal elections 

Kohl shifted policies, including reversal of previous West Ger

many's traditional hospitality to refugees. If he had retained 

the old, policy of hospitabil~ty immigrants almost all Russian 

Germans would have chosen to resettle mainly in West Germany. 

During the first eight months of 1989. 58,863 Russian Germans 

5 migrated to west Germany. 

From the beginning Gorbachev.•·s policies in Central and 
. \ 

Eastern Europe were contradictory. On one hand he gave commu-

nist countries greater independence, but on the other hand, 

he prevailed on them to adopt his reforms.' Relations with Eastern 

Europe were subordinated to cooperation with the Hest and were 

influenced by vision of the future of human civilization. 

During his first vist to the former FRG between 12th and 

15th June 1989, Gorbachev finally declared that new chapter would 

be opened in Soviet-West German relBtions. In a joint declara-

tion with chancellor Kohl he again professed his support for 

free elections and the right of self-determination for all peoples. 

s. Ibid, p. 35. 
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Table 2 shows the phase of German-emigration between 1970-1991. 

Table 2 Emigration of Princinal ethnic group~ 

'Ye~ar Jews Germans Armenians Total 

1970 1046 342 -- 1,388 

1971 1~,300 1,145 -- 15,445 . 
1972 31,,478 3,420 170 35,068 
1973 34,922 4,635 421 39,534 
1974 20,181 6,683 622 27,526 
1975 13,139 6,127 1,036 20,302 
1976 14,138 9,846 4,050 28,034 
1977 "1 7,159 9,416 3,165 29,740 
1978 30,594 8,597 215 5 7o 41,748 
1979 51,547 7,368 8,153 67,068 
1980 21,471 7,096 13,909 42,476 
1981 9,860 8,153 4,337 22,350 
1982 2,700 4,461 769 7,930 
1983 1,320 3,127 439 .· 4. 886 
1984 903 1,960 200 3,063 
1985 1,140 980 248 2,368 
1986 - 753 - -
1987 ··8,ooo 14,488 - -
1988 19,000 47,572 11,000 -
1989 71,000 98,134 20,000 -
1990 200,000 145,000 50,60,000 -
1991 - 147,320 - ---

Source: Data taken from Ethnic and Racial Studies, vol. 16,no.3, 

1993, p. 484. 
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The free emigration was not approved until May 1991, and 

implementati.on was postponed until 1 January 1993. Since then, 

the body approving the law, the Supreme Soviet of the former 

USSR has disappeared. It left the present legal status uncleQr. 

The numbers emigrating from the territory of the former Soviet 

Union have been steadily rising. These growing numbers have 

continued to be dominated by Germans and Jews, the two leading 

ethnic groups. Absolute numbers were rather higher, except in 

the 1970s when there was no stress from Germany. By 1985 less 

than half as many Germans as Jews had emigrated over the postwar 

period. Since 1985 the outmigr::ation::;of"=GermanS•·had ... soared, 

reaching 147,000 in 1991. 6 

GERMAN POLICY 

Germany has remained central to Soviet Union's relations 

with the West and i~experience is fundamental to an understan

ding of thr nature of current migrations and their likely deve

lopment. Thus, it has to be said that data on inflow.~, even 

for Germany.are still grossly inadequate. In the last couple of 

y~ar~. major changes have occurred in German policy towards immi

grants, ethnic Germans and other. New agreements have been 

forged with the countries to the east for access to the German 

labour market,",which encompass new guest-worker agreements, 

regulations on frontier workers and quota increase~ for contract 

work. These can be seen as ways of canalizing and thus centro-

lling pressure for immigrations including joint responsibility 

6. F.W. Carter and J. salt, "International migration between 

East and West in Europe", Ethnic and Racial Studies (London), 

vol. 16,no.3, July 1993, p.487. 
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between the German and Eastern European government. They are 

also intend.ed to provide training for labour immigrants from 

the East to give them qualifications upon their return home. 

German policy towards these emigrants or Aussiedler changed 

dramatically during 1990. Beginning in the 1970s, with a series 

of bilateral treaties, policy was to gain freedom of exit for 
>-"· 

ethnic Germans in the Warsaw pact countries. From the late 

1970s onwards these treaties had a substantial impact on inflows 

of'' ethnic ~_,~ermans. From mid- 1990 policy towards ethnic Germans 

was reoriented. Priority was given to improve the economic, 

social and political situation of ethnic German minorities in 

their former Soviet Union and other East European ~orne countries. 

This process was enforced by changes in administrative methods 

and financial regulations that rnc',le the move to Germany more 

difficult. 

The changed attitude towards ethnic Germans was followed 

from the late 1980s, and especially since 1990, by a new and more 

flexible g·uest-worker policy. The German government entered into 

contracts with Russia and other East European countries to open 

up three channels by which East Europeans and Russians might 

gain temporary rotational access to the German laobur market. 

During 1991 about 200,000 foreign workers were benifit~ed. 

,About 120,000 entered as seasonal workers. A further 80,000 

entered under the work-contracts had been signed under this 

7 scheme. 

7. Bulletin des Press-und Informationsamtes der Bundesregierung ,., 
(Bonn), Sept 1992, pp 974 ff. 
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.EM:i';GP-ATION - POTENTIAL FROM THE FORMER USSR 

The break up of the former USSR into independent republics 

was fully recognised in legal form at the end of 1991. In the 

preceding year or so, the rapid change of once-rigid political 

stabilities and the measurable increase in actual out-migration 

gave rise to considerable andpersistent.Speculation in western 

countries about the likelihood of very large-scale future out-

migration from the former Soviet Union and its successor states. 

By ec!'"ly 1991 some official former Soviet sources esti-

mated the possibilities of upto 5-700, oo-o emigrants over the 

next two or three years i.e. till now. One might expect the 

outflows of Germans to rem'ain high. The German population has 
I 

expressed a desire to leave, roughly 500,000. It is possible 

that fe.wer Russian Germans would wish to go, now to their former 

Autonomous Volga Republic, disabanded by ~talin. in World War II. 

This region has to be reestablished. Germany is ready to give 

financial help to do so, which is cheaper than trying to absorb 

. huge numbers of returning Russian Germans. However, only 20,000 

Germans now live in the area of the former Volga Republic and 

there is the strongest opposition from the Russians who have 

replaced the exiles over the 

RUSSIAN- GERMAN RELATIONS. 

la.c: '. 8 half century. 

AftPr the August Coup. Russian wavering on Volga Germans 

issue has become a keypoint of Russian Foreign policy. Accor-

ding to E.A. Shevardnadze, Russia~s relations with Germany are 

8. Ibid, p. 980. 
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a central and special issue of its history. In 1980s relations 

between the former USSR and the FRG began to play a decisive 

role in East-West relations on the European continent. Without 

the constructive talk between the two countries. no progress 

would have been made at the Stockholm Conference on Security 

and Disarmament. There would have been no Treaty on Medium

Short Range Missiles and no treaty on Conventional Armed forces 

in Europe and the unification of Germany would not have occured. 

Soviet-German relations seemed to reach their peak in late 1990 

and early 1991. The history of contacts between the former 

USSR and the Federal Republic had undoubtedly never had such int

ensity, scope and Goodwill. It seemed that no force could dis

rupt the forward development of bilateral cooperation. But 

then the coup struck. The August coup and its defeat had far

reaching consequences for former Soviet-German relations. 

The state of Russian-German relations has also been affecte-d 

adversely by the Russian leadership~s Vacillation in solving 

the problem of reestablishing an autonomous Gerrilan entity in the 

Volga region. some thing that Ykranian President Kravchuk was 

quick to exploit by inviting hundreds of thousands of Russian 

Germans to settle in the Crimea and southern Ukraine in the 

hope of intercepting some of the German money that the Federal 

Republic's government has appropriated to resolve the German 

Question in the former USSR. In addition, as of February 15. 

Ukrainian authorities lifted all formalities on travel by FRG 

Citizens to Ukraine. In turn. this hastened the issue of the 
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Russian President's decree on reestablishing German settlements 

in Saratov and Volgograd Provinces as a move to improve the sit-

9 
uation in Russian-German relations. 

Table 3 and 4 depict the number of Urban & Rural Ethnic 

Germans in Ukraine - in 1926. 

I 

Table 3 Urban and Rural Population of the Ukrainian SSR on 17 Dec. 1921 

Ho. of 
Nationality Total Urban Rural 

Ukrainians 23,218,860 2,536,499 20,682,361 

Russians 2,677,166 1,343,689 1,333,477 

Jews 1,574,391 1,218,615 ,;355,766 

Poles .476,435 98,747 377,688 

Germ~ns 393,924 34,253 359,671 
-..... 

Others 678,971 141,730 53.7,231 

All Groups 29,019,747 5,373,533 23,646,194 

Source. 1 Soviet Studies, vol.41;~ no.4, October 1989, p. 578 

9. George Liber, "Urban grow·th and ethnic changes in the Ukrainian 

" SSR, 1923-1933,- Soviet Studies (Glasgowl, vol.41, no.4, October 

1989, p.574. 
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Table 4 Literacy & Native Language literacy in Ukrainian SSR 

Nationality Total Population Literatur Population Native-lang-
' uage Lite~ates 

Ukrainians 23,218,860 9,628,040 6,468,799 

Russians 2,677,166 1,486,452 1,419,444 

Jews 1,574,391 1,102,227 668,985 

Poles 476,435 228,798 141,954 

Germans 393,924 260,901 245,885 

.. 
Source: Ibid., p. 583 

.Even A. Kazyrev 1 s and A.Shokhin' s visit to Germany in 

January 1992 and Mallemann's one-day trip to Moscow in February 

1992 are no more than modest attempts simply to keep the boat 

of Russian - German Cooperation afloat. 

It is not hard to expect that the United GelTiany will be 

extremely interested in having a permanent partner with an 

extraordinarily vast market an~ a steady need for foreign inve-

stment. Meanwhile, the support that Germany is providing to the 

Russians and all citizens of the f<i>rmer USSR. is qui~e substan

tial German aid to the former Soviet Union, and its successors 

is estimated at 75 billion marks, and that does not include 

shipments of free humanitarian aid worth several million marks 

in the winter of 1990-91 and 1991-92 

The Jan. 3, 1992 statement of the Saratov Province Council 

of the Russia Public Political Organisation as published in 

Izvestia said. 

10. Current Digest of Post Soviet Press (Ohio), Vol. 44,noe2 .. 

February (1992), p.30. 
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·Political adventurists have set an unrealistic objective 

for the German people. Their PASt in Russia and the USSR confers 

no rights to a national state entity. Your forefathers were imm-

igrants. They came to Russia in order to survive. The Russian 

people are friendly and forbearing. But these national Russian 

ch-aracteristics can not be shamelessly exploited. Russians will 

be able to stand up for themselves. Your leaders have undertCJ.ken 

an unscruplous game. They are not averse to selling a piece of 

Russianland for German marks. We recognize and support your 

right. ·we respect Soviet Germans and are aware of the tragedy 

of their historical fact. 11 
. . 

The newly adopted law on the rehabilitation of peoples 

subjected to repression in the former USSR during 1941-44 dir-

ectly applies to the Germans who officially number at least 

12 
3 million and at· least 4 million when family members are included·. . . 

Actually, Catherine the Great issued decrees inviting 

Germans from Germany, Switzerland and France to come to Russia 

and settle i.n Ukraine, the central regions of the country and 

the lands on the left bank of the Volga, which were uninhabited 

at the time. The Germans turned them into fields, meadows and 

orchards• Therefore, it is w~QRg to say that they come to survive, 

but to bring life to unprod~ctive virgin land. 

None has told the people in Saratov and Volgdgrad who 

refuse to agree to the restoration of a German autonomous entity 

on the Volga that the number of those who do agree is incomparably 

11. Ibid, p.31. 

12. Ibid. 
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greater. The lie about the referendum held on the territory 

of the former Volga German Republic is obvious. The voters 

were told in the election of 1991 about the terms under which 

an autonomous unit would be restored, that there was no inte-

ntion of making German the mandatory languages for everyone, 

of official business, the courts and the schools, and that the 

German government is prepared to provide new roads, enterprises, 

cultural centres and housing not only for the future German 

population of the republic but also for Russians and Ukrainians 

who live there. 

Instead the people of Saratov and Volgograd were fed by 

persistent li~s to the effect that the Germans would come and 
0 

drive the loGals out as only German would be used in the schools, 

that there would not be any Russian newspapers and that even 

post-office forms would be in German. Moreover, there was not 

any mention of the fact that the Volga German Republic included 

cantons populated mc.inly by Russia"'s, in which education, the 

press and theatrical productions were to be solely in Russian, 

or that the Germans long ago mode a commitment to retnin the ex-

isting component Deputies in all local Russians, merely adding 

on a certain number of Germans in proportion to the increase in 

the German population, which incidentially, will never become 

d . 13 pre omJ.nant. 

The first congress of the Russian Germans which v1as to 

be held on March 1992 v1as postponed to October and some exteremely 

13. Hartmut Koschyk, 11 Russland-deutschelvor never perspektive 11
, 

Deutsch-land Union Dienst (Bonn), 28 January, 1993, p.S. 
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significant changes occurred within the German movement itself. 

Two groups were formed, a hard-line group led by Gro11t, and r1 

moderate one known as homeland, with an organizing committee 

headed ny Academician B. Raushenbakh. It was this committee 

14 
which postponed the March congress and held the October one. 

The Germans were assured th~t they could come buck and 

that there would not be any obstacle in their way, that they 

could take up residence and find jobs· But these Germc=<ns w~re 

not in favour of abandoning what they had acquired like homes. 

private plots and jobs as they thought that there was no· gua

rantee of their being de-autonomized again. Therefore, they 

were not agreed to go some-where else. Moreover, there was not 

a single real Geman school or hi-.· ''r educo•tional inst5.tu.tion 

Till nov; there is no firm decision in the Russian government 

regarding a German autonomous entity. 

It was not hard to guess why no decision was being made 

Russia was waiting for economic aid from the former Federal 

Republic. The FRG wanted a German autonomous unit to be esta

blished on Russian territory and was prepared to undertake dev

elopment projects in the republic without delay. But t~ese 

efforts could not be~in until t~ere was political and social 

stability. And stability is created by the authorities and by 

public information campaigns through direct dialogue Hith the 

public and direct action by government bodies. I:oHever, it app

eared that real power in the region continued to be wielded by 

14. Ibid. 
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Partocrats as before. If tr.is sit·· ·:.tion continues for another 

two or three years, the Germans will ha'rdly see a state entity 

of their own in Russia. 

YELTSIN 1 S VISIT 

On Jan,. 8. 1991 Russian President Boris Yeltsin flew to 

Saratov Province. This trip was directly linked with the pro-

mise he had made during his visit to Germany, to finally settle 

the question of restoring an autonomous unit for Russian Germans. 

Lt. Col. Alexander Kichikhin, a staff member of the KGB beli-

eved that the visit was tio,omed to fail because there was no 

specialists on this problem among the president's closest advi

sers. As a result, yeltsin and his team could accept well-organized 

protest actions by the local population easily. In Kichikhin's 

opinion, for the Russian Germans statement that following the 

restoration of an autonomous entity they would fuave specialists 

carry out a land management study meant that Kuznestov had to 

answer the question dealing with the 4. 3 billiop; rubles that 

were allocated for land reclamation and improvement in the region 

15 over the past 17 years. 

The Marx District Standing Commission on the Problem of 

a Russian German Autonomous Unit, which threatened to hlow up 

bridges over the Volga, remove the highways if the government 

dared return the Germans to their little homeland, did not include 

a single worker of co•llective farmer. Having despaired of seeing 

justice don;", the Russian citizens of German origin or Russian 

15. Current Digest of the post Soviet.. Press, op.cit., p.33. 
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Germans set up an Emigration Committee in mid-December 1992., 

According to 1989 census, t~ere were 2 million Germans. And 

if one takes into account mixed marriages and Russian relatives 

who will pr~bably want to be reunited with those who emigrated to 

Germany, the Germans departure, Kichikhin estimated could dep

rive the country of 5 million to 6 million people. 16 

One of the main goals of Yeltsin's visit to Saratov was 

also to see how the econo:nic and land reforms, ·v1ere progressing. 

Moreover, the problem of re-creating a German authnomous rep-

ublic in the Volga region was as well at the center of attentiono 

Explaining his position, Boris Yeltsin stressed that an autonomous 

unit could be reestablished only in those areas where concentr-
I 

ations of Russian Germans make up at least 90% of the population. 

Place populated by people of other hationalities who did not want 

to be part of such an entity would not be included in the aut-

honomous unit. 

It is no secret to anyone that Ycltsin's visit to the 

Volga region was an attempt to link domestic and foreign policy, 

not only to clarify the essence of the new direction in the 

economy, but also to conduct reconnaissance in the areas where 

a Volga ~rman republic likely to be restored. The problem of 

the Russian Germans acquiring their own promised land in the 

vast expanses of the fatherland turned into a sore spot in Russian-

German relations, some-thing like a new Kurile Islands issueo It 

was not just a matter of restoring historical justic. The aut-

horities in Bonn, who offer protection to all ethnic Germans no 

matter where they may be, experienced everincreasing difficulties 

in absorbing their compatriots who longed to return to the Vat

erland or fatherlando 
·= ---
16. Ibid, p.34. 
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At present more than 2 million of the 80 million reunited 

Germans are vli thout jobs. And the ~·conomic prospects of Germany 

do not look bright. Meanwhile, the assimilation of Russian 

Germans requires significant social outlays against the back

drop of the xenophobia that is gripping Germany. And if former 

West Germans often looked at their East Germans relatives as 

foreigner, it is easy to imagine the tender feelings of the 

17 natives toward rep;a_triates ·from the former USSR. It is not 

astonishing that Bonn would prefer to attach Russian Germans to 

their newer historical·.homeland and to provide credits for sett-

ling them wi~hin the borders that existed at the time of cath-

erine the Great. 

Yeltsin's task of attaching the republic to the Volga 

region became even mo~e-complicated. In a situation already 

charged with tension by the freeing of prices, it was easy for 

patriots in sa·rato'V··t6 play on:::-~ocal xe·nophobia and the anti-

German sentiments that were implanted in recent years by party 

structures. This was not the most appropriate moment for sol-

ving the problems of the Germans, but it was impossible to delay 

it any longer. The flow of pleas to the former FRG's embassy 

in Moscow requesting emigration grew rapidly. 

Yeltsin started getting aquainted with the Saratov area 

in Lipovka, a village in the Volga steppes. He met with workers 

at the Osinovsky State farm. Sometimes ago this unprofitable 

farm had virtually no prospects for the future. But today, 

17 • Ibid. 
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after becoming a joint stock company it looks to the future with 

confidence. At Osinovsky, families of Germans, Russians and 

many other nationalities -vwrk side by side. This area was once 

part of the former German autonomous republic. Unfortunately, 

someone finds if very profitable to solve the nationality problem. 

Yeltsin tal~ed to local residents regarding their problems.
18 

Yeltsin stressed that there was no question that histo~ical 

justice must be done with respect to a person illegally subjected 

to repression. In his opinion, everyone who lived there should 

feel comfortable working on Volga soil. People could aquir~land 

as private property and pass it on to their heirs. He stated 

further that people should become the true masters of the land, 

which was the objective of the Russian reforms. German families 

could unhesitatingly return to their native Volga region, and 

could make their homes there. The main thing was to get the 

economy in order so that life-style of the people would improve. 

The main purpose of Yeltsin's working visit, as he rep

_eatedly stressed, was to make a special effort to see how things 

were going at the local level as prices were freed and privat

zation was launched in Russia. His visit was not all that ser-

ene, however. His own bodyguards had trouble protecting him from 

the people in front of the provincial Soviet. These people 

were either demonstrating their love and affection or bringing 

their troubles and hopes a little closer to the sovereign's 

ear. There were also some stressful discussions of the subject 

of re-creating a German autonomous unit in the Volga region. In 

response to which Yeltsin declared 1 

18. CDSP, n. 10, p. 35. 
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There won't be an auto1omous unit in any place th~t does 

not have a high concentratjJn of Germans among the population, 

so that they form the over~·whelming majority. As President, 

I guarantee yo~ that. It is another that there is an empty 

military firing range in Volg<?'grad province and that Marshal 

Shaposhnikov is giving it up. There, perhaps, some kind of ~ 

national district or province could exist in the future. But 

1 h 9 Oo/ f h 1 t ' th ' ro l 9 on y w en /0 o t e popu u lon ere lS ·~erman. 

It is hard to assume how the Germans are reacting to this 

unexpected salution to the problem. But it is for sure that they 

would prefer leaving their homeland rather than develop the land 

of the firing range. 

Yeltsin 1 s speech to residents of Saratov province gave a 

dual.impression. Especially, the part of it that touched on 

the possibility of restoring a German autonomous entity in the 

Volga region. The Russian Germans were offered to opportunity 

to resettle on the area of a former military firing range in 

Volgograd Province, which is 300,000 hectares in size, that was 
f 

20 vacated by artillery and missile units of the former Soviet Army. 

But the saddest thing of all that was not in Russian Pre-

sident's xelevised comments regarding the German autonomous unit 

but in the words that were uttered by him. According to some 

well-info1. -::ed German sources 11 the Russian Germans were told they 
I 

could begin by cleaning up and cultivating that land stuffed 

19. Current Digest of the Post Soviet Press, n.lO, p.l6. 

20. Ibid 
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full of artillery shells and after that. it would be possible 

for them to talk about autonomy. A good blackmailing attitude. 

According to a high-ranking diplomat from the former FRG's 

embassy in Russia. a new and absolutely unrealistic and unre-

alisable condition was the quota requiring th2t 90% df the 

population of the new firing range area be German. This method 

of dealing with the problem was never once nentioned in prev-

·iaus contacts between Russia and the former Federal Renublic. 
~ ~ "' .I.. 

In the opinion of the German Embassy in Moscow, it was creating 

an even higher and simply unsurmountable hinderance to the sol

ution of the problem. 21 

Boris Peters, chairman of the Republic Society of Russian 

Germans told a newspaper corres?ondent that Yel tsi n did not 

leave any hope for the Germans. His report, according to Peters 
. 

left no doubt about it. Germans would not have any place there 

22 and that was the last tolling of the bell for their departure. 

In petter's opinion. the environmental characteristics 

of the former Soviet ADm¥ missile range do not meet even. Soviet 

criteria for the permissible level of pollution in a given area. 

He also belived that Germans could make even a table leg grow 

and.bear fruit whic was also offensive in itself. 

Yeltsin clarified three-stage approach to German auton-

omous unit. He reiterated that present Volga region population 

would not be uprooted. Certain riews media outlets disseminated 

21. current Digest of the post Soviet Press. vo1.44, no.s,April 

1992, p.S9, 

22. Ibid. 
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repo·rts of a. change in Yetsin' s posi ti<?n on the question of re

creating a German autonomous unit on Russian territory. Pavel 

Voshchanov, press Secretary for the President of the Russian 

Federation was authorized to state the following in this connection: 

The President is committed t~ the course worked out pre

viously, as well as to the agreement reached on this issue with 

FRG Chancellor Helmut Kohl. The measures being taken by the 

Russian leadership are based on a three-stage approach to solving 

the problem: 

{i) determination of areas in the Volga region that are suitable 

for concentrated German settlement1 

(ii) as they are settled and the share of the German population 

increases. granting these areas the status of national 

districts7 

(iii) and fin,ally raising. the status of the German national 

districts, upto the point of forming an autonomous province. 23 

It was in this conte~t that Yeltsin spoke during his dia

logue with the former FRG leadership. He set forth the same 

position during his working trip through the Volga region. 

The restoration of historical justice with regard to Russian 

Germans population was not to be accompanied by a violation of 

justice with. regard to the present population of the Volga region. 

This was the point that he mentioned at his meeting with res

idents of the city of Engels. He stated that no one would be 

uprooted and no one would be driven out. 

23. Current Digest of the Post Soviet Press. n.lO.,p.ll. 
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Thus., Yeltsin's visit to Saratov was somewhat contradictory 

to his Visit to Bonn in late Nov. 1991. During his Visit to 

Bonn his approach was moderate but his statements during his 

Visit to .sa-ratov and Volga region in 1992 are quite contradi-

ctory so far his idea of restoration of German autonomous ~nit 

is concerned. His demand is like that of asking a dump to sing. 

In the same ways there will not be any area in Volgograd which 

will have 90% of German population. Therefore., there is hardly 

any possibility of any German autonomous unit. 

FUTURE OF RUSSIAN GERMANS 

In the Congress of Russian Germans held in t1oscow during 

the year 1993., it was stressed that these Germans should be 

allowed to go to Germany as they no longer trust tQe Russian 

government and especially its stand on autonomous Volga Republic. 

These Germans are more hopeful of having their autonomous unit 

in Altai-areas in Omsk and in southern Ukraine~· St Perertsburg 

and Orenburg are also included. The Vice-chairman of the Russian 

government and state adviser on legal policy. Sergei sakhrci 

promised t:1ese Germans that they would be given the autonomy 

but h~ also agreed that the restoration of- -German rayons among .• - * 

Russians is not tolerable. Under such conditions:tbere is 

only a remote chance for creation of autonomy there for Russian 

Germans ag'ainst the backd~p of such developments in the CIS. 24 

24. Egon Juttner, "Russlanddeutsche. wollen Nationalkrei6e". 

Deutschland Union Dienst., 1 April 1993, p.8. 
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The ethnic Germans are also fearful of the war-like situation 

prevailing in Tajikistan. The demand of young Russian Germans 

·not to be drafted for the army was considered. Concrete demands. 

were made regarding improvement of conditions of Germans• life 

in Russia and the various other republics of the Cis. A demand 

was raised to create a council of Russian Germans to represent 

their interests before the Russian and other government. in the 

sphere of culture. education and economic development. The 

question of emigration of the Russian Germans was not raised 

it the Congx:ess which persisted with its focus on the demand 

25 for reestablishment of autonomy. 

Volga Republic has become an optimal solution. Nothing 

concrete has been done about it. It is absolutely open whether 

the Germans in former Soviet Union could them find selves in 

conrfortable position wi th __ respect to their relations with the 

Russians and other republics of the former USSR. The solutions 

have to be searched unconventionally in closed negotiations 

with the council for rehabilitation of Germans in the former 

Soviet Union and now in Russia and other republics. 

The largest organisation of Russian Germans which led by 

Heinrich Groth Known as Wiedergeburt or Rebirth wants to follow 

in future a constructive policy between Benn and Moscow. It 

clearly aims at either the creation of Volga Republic or unre

stricted emigration Heinrich Groth stated that the 'Rebirth' 

and the Inter State Council of Russian Germans would hold 'a 

' .. ! 

25. Ibid. 
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conqress by the end of February 1994 in Moscow. However nothing 

has been heard about it so far. Many other Russian Germans orga-

nisations were also invited for the Congress. A common prog

ramme for the future of Russian Germans was supposed to be worked 

out. This was meant to be a small step in the direction of 

the restoration of the autonomy of Volga region. Emigration 

policy in Russia and Ulcraine was also -to be framed in the forth· 

coming Congress. The federal fraction of the CDU appreciated 

the efforts of the Russian Germans for unity and pursuit of a 

realistic policy. 26 

It is no easy matter to solve the problem of resettling 

hundreds of thousands of people i.e. 367,000 deported Germans. 

A special sincere state programme by Russian as well as German 

governments has to be devised and appropriate material, financial 

and labour resources have to be found. Russian Germans are 

prepared to solve the problem of housing and creating an inf

rastructure in the new direction themselves. Even other repu

blicswhere Russian Germans live have to make sihceneefforts to 

resettle them. A Ukrainian-German Commission in K'iev discussed 

the possibility of the return of these Germans who emigrated 

half a century ago. The Bonn Delegation was led by Walter Pri

esnitz, th~ state secretary of Federal Ministry. During its 

discussion the commission discussed about the financial aid and 

26. Erwin Marschweski, "Zu.kunftschancen fuer Russlanddeutsche", 

Deutschland Union Dienst, 30 April, 19q2, p.~. 
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the construction of houses and the opening of the Ukrainian-

German Bank for those who were willing to return back to 

27 Germany. 

Kiev and Bonn entrusted the question of the emigration 

of ethnic Germans in South- Ukraine meeting of the Ukrainin-

German commission. Held on 2 Jan. 1993. since Ukrainian President 

Kravchuk promised free migration of ethnic Germans in January 

1993. out of 400.000 ethnic Germans around 1500 have migrated to 

Ukraine. .These Germans had been deported during the second World 

War. These emigrants would get help from bothe Germany and 

Ukraine. 28 

The future of the ethnic Germans in Russia, Kazakhstan, 

Ukraine and in other CIS republics solely depends on the sin-

cerity of 'these governments to implement the developmental pro-, . 

grarnrnes meant for their rehabilitation and socio-cultural prog-

ress. They should be given their lost autonomy in the Volga'. 

region and allowed to emigrate where they want·to. 

27. Suddeustsche Zeitung. 3 June 1993,. p.9. 

28. Frankfurter Allgemeing Zeitung. (Frankfurt), 3 June 1993, p.7. 
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CHAPT~R - V 

--
CONCLUSION 

Th~ history of the ethnic Germans in the former USSR can 

be traced back to the late 18th century when Catherine the 

Great and Alexander I had invited the Germans from Germany. 

Switzerland, and Austria to settle on newly acquired lands in 

the south of Russia. This region was almost infert~le but 

the skill andlhard work of these Germans turned it into a fertile 

one. Initially they were given rights equal to those of the local 

people. But their s~cio-economic and political status under

went a seachange over the centuries. It changed drastically 

from time to time depending on the political and social Gond-

itions of the country they had settled in. At present most of the 

ethnic Germans live in Saratov Province. Volgrograd Province and 

in Kazkhstan, ·K±rghiz~.and Tajikistan~· 

During· the 1929s these ethnic Germans were given an auton

omy in the Volga region and several other autonomous districts 

were 'ereated by the former Soviet government under lenin's le-

adership. The Volga German Autonomous Republic in course of 

time bec~e a subject of intense controversy Between Bonn and 

Moscow which it ~emains till today • During this period German 

cultural and religious life flourished-, in the autonomous units. 
" 

They had t~ :c::;i·r own school. newspapers, theatre and churches. 

But this autonomy was short-lived. 

The second World War and the post-war period was a dark 

period for .these Germans. According to Stalin's dep,ortation 

policy. they were deported in 12~.0 number to Ural mountains 
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in south-western Siberia. totally cut off from the mainstream 

of central Russia. There they were made to work under inhumane 

conditions~ Their autonomy was taken away. Again during the 

Detente period their conditions improved because of change of 

leadership in both the countries. i.e. the former Soviet Union 

and West Germany. They could freely emigrate back to West Ger-

many. The question of restoration of the autonomous Republic 

in the Volga region was also taken up for active consideration. 

Even Gorbachev's emigration policy played a vital role 

in free er:~ration of ethnic Germans. In 1987 German emigration 

levels rose again under the policies of glasnost and nerestrioka. 

In 1988 and 1989 it att~ined record levels • After Gorbachev 

Russian President Boris Yeltsin took a few positive steps tow-

ards resolving the problem of ethnic Germans. Regular talks an~ 

state visits took place from by i:,oth the i~des. But till tod·_a 

nothing solid has come up. Yeltsin's visit to Saratov Province 

cmd Volg~grad in 1992 clearly illustrated that he was not really 

keen on solving this problem. His answer to the problem of 

restoration of a German autonomous ~nit in Volgpgrad was that 

unles-s --the ar~' s··9oo/o population consisted of ethnic Germans po-

pulatiqn. they could not be given an autonomous status. This 

it is', fmpossl --------·· --was::.~·: clever w_ay of refusing the .demand for autonomy as 

ible to have a 90% German population in any region of Russia 

or any other independent repu9lic. 

The condition of ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan also remained 

uncertain. The Kazakh nationalist leadership_continues to deny 
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them their cultural rights which they had enjoined since the 

destalinisation process under Khrushchev. In Ukraine presid-

ent Kravchuk has succeeded in attracticn a few thousand Ger-' . 

man settlers to the Crimean peninsula. 

On the whole, the fate of ethnic Germans in Russia and other 

CIS Republics continues to be marked with g~eat uncertainty. 

The Congress of Germans held in Moscow in 1993 did not bring 

about any note-worthy change in their status. The ethnic Germans 

in the CIS Republics are now looking -~orward· to another Congress 

to be held sometime in late 1994. With little hope for reali-

sation of autonomy, they appear to be building a new hope on 

migration to Germany. 
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